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ETATS OIHO

1BQ

Quarterback
Age:

22
Height:

6'3
227

Weight:

weighted Grade: 113.5

Pr
oD
ay

QBR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: All-Pro

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TD%:

Class: 2018 Pos. 1
247Sports Composite:
0.9998

4.44s
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Pinpoint accuracy
Experience within a pro-style offense
Athleticism

91.7

9.78%

College Stats:
Freshman:

328 yards, 4 TD, 0 INT

Sophomore:

3273 yards, 41 TD, 3 INT

Junior:

2100 yards, 22 TD, 6 INT

Weaknesses:

Slower eyes
Lacks willingness to hit his checkdowns

Summary:

Ceiling
Russell Wilson
But bigger and faster

Round Grade:

Justin Fields has always been QB1-B at best in the eyes of most
talent evaluators. He's always been linked to Trevor Lawrence, and
will continue to be linked to him as they move through their careers.
Trevor Lawrence's immediate success compared with Justin Fields'
transfer from Georgia to Ohio State has certainly widened that gap
for most. But Fields has always been in the conversation.
Sometimes, he sticks to his first read a second too long (slower
eyes), but the footwork he possesses when moving through his reads
is special. His ability to extend plays with his legs is impressive, too
(though, because he's such a pass-first QB, he often doesn't have to).
His downfield accuracy is undeniably the best in the class. Fields'
pocket presence improved from his sophomore year to his junior
(the only years he started), and I expect that will only continue.
Justin Fields is more NFL-ready than any of the top QBs, and I think
his ceiling is behind only Trey Lance.

NOSMELC

2BQ

Quarterback
Age:

21
Height:

6'6
213

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 108.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

QBR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

TD%:

Class: 2018 Pos. 1
247Sports Composite:
0.9999

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Arm talent; specifically strength
Athleticism
Can make throws to all three levels

84,0

7.19%

College Stats:
Freshman:

3280 yards, 30 TD, 4 INT

Sophomore:

3665 yards, 36 TD, 8 INT

Junior:

3153 yards, 24 TD, 5 INT

Weaknesses:

Ball placement is often inconsistent, especially
when pushing downfield into coverage
Off-platform throws leave a lot to be desired
Reads half the field well

Summary:

Ceiling
John Elway

Round Grade:

Trevor Lawrence is a quarterback that exceeded the hype from day one.
Taking over for Kelly Bryant early in his true freshman year, Trevor led
Clemson to a National Championship Title against the dynasty that is the
Alabama Crimson Tide. His winning pedigree is something that is often
stated as a positive; I won't argue against it. Trevor's ability to make any
throw on the field is extremely impressive. The zip he possesses is rare, and
he can fit the ball into the tightest of windows. However, Trevor was
definitely held back by the scheme (or vice versa?..), his ball placement is
inconsistent (he leaves easy throws high far too often), and when forced out
of the pocket, he's more likely to pull the ball down and run than keep his
eyes downfield. His off-platform work can be described as unnatural. His eye
speed is tough to read, because he wasn't really asked to read the field
much. Was that Dabo and company masking Trevor's flaws, or was it just the
most ideal scenario for the personnel there? Trevor's film definitely leaves
me with questions. Analytically, he posts really good (not great) numbers.
Trevor is QB2, and that's not a knock on him. He's going to be a stud at the
next level, especially if he lands in Jacksonville with Urban Meyer.

USDN

3BQ

Quarterback
Age:

20
Height:

6'4
224

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 102.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

QBR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

TD%:

Class: 2018 Pos. 49
247Sports Composite:
0.8104

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Mobility (+++)
Football IQ
Overall arm talent

N/A

9.76%

College Stats:
Freshman:

12 yards, 0 TD, 0 INT

Sophomore:

2,786 yards, 28 TD, 0 INT

Junior:

DNP

Weaknesses:

Ball placement
Lack of experience

Summary:

Ceiling
Steve McNair

Round Grade:

Trey Lance is exactly what you think of when someone
says “but he has tools.” Lance’s unique mixture of arm
talent and mobility give him arguably the highest ceiling
in this class. He’s a ferocious runner, often looking like a
running back or pass catcher picking up YAC. Lance’s
deep ball is gorgeous, and while the frequency of them
was certainly lesser than that the other top guys, his may
be the most appealing. His football IQ is off the charts,
too. The major questions of accuracy and lack of
experience will be answered within the next few months,
but Lance is an incredibly exciting QB prospect with
probably the highest ceiling.

UYB

4BQ

Quarterback
Age:

21
Height:

6'2
209

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 101.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

QBR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

TD%:

Class: 2018 Pos. 38
247Sports Composite:
0.8540

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
'Shortstop' arm
Ability to extend plays
Good accuracy to all three levels of the field

88.6

9.82%

College Stats:
Freshman:

1578 yards, 12 TD, 3 INT

Sophomore:

2,382 yards, 11 TD, 0 INT

Junior:

3,692 yards, 33 TD, 3 INT

Weaknesses:

Bails out of clean pockets
Throws too many hospital balls

Summary:

Ceiling
Matthew Stafford

Round Grade:

Wilson is as polarizing as they come. His shortstop arm certainly
makes you believe he can make any throw to all levels of the field;
that belief is mostly correct. He has good eyes, and while his
mobility may not be as translatable as a few of the other top
quarterbacks, he has some juice. Wilson’s a guy that always looks
for the home run play, which led to spinning out of clean pockets
and throwing some hospital balls. His meteoric rise is not all that
different from the Joe Burrow rise, and while the jury is still out
on that one, some signs indicate that Burrow will be good in the
NFL. The same will probably be true of Wilson, even if he’s the
most bust-able quarterback in the class. In the right scheme with
the right coaching, Wilson could absolutely be the best
quarterback in this class when all is said and done.

AMABALA

5BQ

Quarterback
Age:

22
Height:

6'3
215

Weight:

weighted Grade: 98.5

Pr
oD
ay

QBR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TD%:

Class: 2017 Pos. 18
247Sports Composite:
0.8815

4.68s
32"
9'8"
7.04s
DNP

Strengths:
Displayed three-level accuracy in 2020
Scanning the field
Anticipatory throws

96.1

10.12%

College Stats:
Freshman:

123 yards, 1 TD, 0 INT

Sophomore:

1503 yards, 14 TD, 3 INT

Junior:

4,500 yards, 41 TD, 4 INT

Weaknesses:

Not very mobile; accuracy while on run is bad
Lack of experience
Weak arm

Summary:

Ceiling
Jared Goff

Round Grade:

Mac Jones had one of the more meteoric rises in recent memory
over the course of the last 17 months. He stepped in when Tua was
hurt and did an outstanding job, ensuring that Alabama did not
miss a beat in the 2019 season. He then led them to one of the
most exciting championship runs in the history of the program;
and that’s saying something. Mac’s rise and ability to work within
the Alabama offense has propped him up to be in conversations
with the top four prospects. His arm talent isn’t what you’d love
from a top quarterback prospect. His mobility, while probably
undersold at times, is not conducive to the modern day NFL. But
his ability to take care of the ball and make the right decision is
valuable. Mac should be a solid starter in the NFL for many years.
He has a fairly high floor, though definitely the lowest ceiling of
the top quarterbacks.

ADIROLF

6BQ

Quarterback
Age:

23
Height:

6'5
Weight:

weighted Grade: 88.0

Pr
oD
ay

QBR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

239

TD%:

Class: 2016 Pos. 92
247Sports Composite:
0.7984

5.10s
32"
8'5"
7.08s
DNP

Strengths:
Smart, intuitive passer
Ball placement is pretty good
Highly productive

88.5

9.83%

College Stats:
Sophomore:

162 yards, 1 TD, 0 INT

Junior:

2941 yards, 25 TD, 7 INT

Senior:

4,283 yards, 43 TD, 8 INT

Weaknesses:

Lacks high-level arm talent
Scheme masked some of his flaws
Lack of experience

Summary:

Ceiling
Kirk Cousins

Round Grade:

Alex Moran. Kyle Trask is a career backup if we’ve ever seen one.
He didn’t start in high school, instead sitting behind Miami (and
former Houston) quarterback D’Eriq King. When he got to Florida,
Feleipe Franks was the starter. When Trask eventually got his
opportunity, he didn’t disappoint. In 2019, he was good. In 2020,
he was great, leading the country in touchdowns and going toe-totoe with Mac Jones in the SEC Championship Game. Trask is
certainly a limited passer, but his lack of an arm has been
overstated. At his pro day, he was zipping the ball all over the
field, but certainly has room to grow there. He has virtually no
mobility, but he’s an accurate thrower and profiles as a really
good backup quarterback in the NFL. He’s not flashy, but he’s
definitely a guy that you’d want on your team.

DROFNATS

7BQ

Quarterback
Age:

22
Height:

6'3
217

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 78.5

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

QBR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL BACKUP/DEPTH

TD%:

Class: 2017 Pos. 1
247Sports Composite:
0.9918

4.78s
32"
9'2"
6.96s
DNP

Strengths:
NFL-level throws to three levels
Sneaky mobility
Still a lot of untapped potential

77.4

3.59%

College Stats:
Freshman:

DNP

Sophomore:

DNP

Junior:

1,960 yards 11 TD, 5 INT

Senior:

1,508 yards, 7 TD, 3 INT

Weaknesses:

Knee injury
Makes some questionable decisions

Summary:

Ceiling
Jimmy Garoppolo

Round Grade:

Mills has certainly had an interesting career path, going from the top
quarterback recruit in the nation to an injury-plagued backup all in a
matter of a few years. His first two seasons were riddled with knee
injuries, and he ended up behind KJ Costello on the depth chart. When
Costello went down with an injury, it was time for Mills to show he was
still the top 2017 quarterback. The offense he operated was as safe as it
gets, but Mills’ once highly-touted talent shined through. Despite the
COVID-19 season hampering Stanford at times, Mills showed that he has
NFL-level arm talent. He made tons of throws that translate well to the
league. He certainly made some questionable ones, as well, but
considering he’s only played in 13 games since 2017, that was to be
expected. He doesn’t have the strongest arm, the best feel for the
pocket, or make the best decisions, but Mills’ best football is certainly
ahead of him, and while he probably starts as a backup, he’s one of the
higher-upside quarterbacks in the class past the top 4.

M&A SAXET

8BQ

Quarterback
Age:

21
Height:

6'2
210

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 76.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

QBR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL BACKUP/DEPTH

TD%:

Class: 2017 Pos. 3
247Sports Composite:
0.9498

4.59s
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Ball placement
Arm strength
Mobile

74.9

6.40%

College Stats:
Freshman:

1375 yards, 8 TD, 6 INT

Sophomore:

3107 yards, 24 TD, 9 INT

Junior:

2897 yards, 20 TD, 9 INT

Senior:

2,282 yards, 19 TD, 3 INT

Weaknesses:

Makes bad decisions
Bad footwork

Locks into reads; predetermines

Summary:

Ceiling
Colin Kaepernick

Round Grade:

Rollercoaster. The one word that describes Kellen Mond best. His
highs show the ceiling, but his lows indicate he may not even stick
in the league. His arm strength is up there with the best in the
class, and he makes a ton of impressive throws outside the
numbers. He also places the ball really well when he’s on. When
he’s off, he’s as much a project as anyone in the class. When
pockets break down, his footwork goes with them. He tends to
throw a lot of hospital and YOLO balls, and while it didn’t always
get him in trouble at the college level, it’s not something that is
sustainable in the NFL. If he gets some good coaching and the
right situation, he could end up being a starter in the league. Right
now, he’s best suited as the third quarterback on a depth chart.

TSEROF EKAW

9BQ

Quarterback
Age:

23
Height:

6'4
230

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 74.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

QBR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster
RosterGrade:
Grade:Quality
NFL BACKUP/DEPTH
NFL Starter

TD%:

Class: 2016 Pos. 17
247Sports Composite:
0.8585

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Mobility
Arm strength
Ability to extend

63.5

9.70%

College Stats:
Freshman:

8 yards, 0 TD, 1 INT

Sophomore:

1,803 yards, 9 TD, 4 INT

Junior:

2,868 yards, 26 TD, 11 INT

Senior:

DNP

Weaknesses:

Questionable footwork
Lacks touch
Makes bad decisions

Summary:

Ceiling
David Garrard

Round Grade:

Jamie Newman is one of the more difficult evaluations to make.
After playing pretty well for Wake Forest, he was set to transfer to
Georgia prior to the pandemic. When the opt out rule was
implemented, he decided to take the year to work on his game and
train for the NFL. His arm strength, like Mond, is up there with the
best of them. The problem with Newman is his inconsistent
placement. Far too often, he will sail a football on an intermediate
in route or throw the ball out of bounds on a 9-route. He certainly
has mobility and is probably worth a 5th-round rookie pick in SF
leagues, but expecting Newman to become anything more than a
spot starter and career backup is not something that we condone.

UMS

01BQ

Quarterback
Age:

23
Height:

6'1
207

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 76.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

QBR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL BACKUP/DEPTH

TD%:

Class: 2016 Pos. 3
247Sports Composite:
0.9250

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Makes good throws to short and intermediate
Fairly good decision-maker

76.1

6.21%

College Stats:
Freshman:

2,965 yards, 21 TD, 11 INT

Sophomore:

1,405 yards, 7 TD, 4 INT

Junior:

3,929 yards, 34 TD, 10 INT

Senior:

3,095 yards, 23 TD, 6 INT

Weaknesses:

Arm strength
Deep accuracy

Summary:

Ceiling
Chase Daniel

Round Grade:

You want a guy that can provide a spot start? Shane Buechele is your
guy. As a member of the 2016 recruiting class, he was a four-star
prospect that ranked as the 3rd-best dual threat QB in the nation. His
career was given a curveball when Sam Ehlinger took over as the
starter, thus initiating the transfer to SMU. Buechele certainly has his
limitations. He has a fairly weak arm, he makes some questionable
throws, and he isn’t as dynamic with his legs as he once was. His
throwing on the run isn’t great, but he does have some escapability
that will be valuable at the NFL level. He also shows a good
understanding of velocity, putting touch on the football when needed.
He also can make any throw within 20 yards; his deep ball is less than
ideal. We believe Buechele will stick in the league as a backup for a
long time.

AMABALA

1BR

Running Back
Age:

23
Height:

6'1
230

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 109.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TGT%:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2017 Pos. 1
247Sports Composite:
0.9984

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Vision
Contact balance
Pass catching ability
Workhorse ability

13.4%

30.9%

College Stats:
Freshman:

370 yards, 3 TD, 6 REC

Sophomore:

3107 yards, 4 TD, 4 REC

Junior:

1,224 yards, 13 TD, 27 REC

Senior:

1,466 yards, 26 TD, 43 REC

Weaknesses:

His pass protection needs some work
He doesn't have long, home run speed

Summary:

Ceiling
Steven Jackson

Round Grade:

One of the more divisive of the recent top-tier running backs, Najee
Harris came to Alabama as a top recruit in the 2017 class. He soon
found himself sitting behind Damien Harris and Josh Jacobs, thus
causing him to wait until 2019 to truly make a significant impact.
Najee possesses incredible vision, elusivity, and power as a running
back. His 2019 film showed inconsistencies in his pass catching
ability; his 2020 film cleaned up those issues. Najee is as workhorse
as they come, and while tons of analysts will knock him for being such
an old prospect at a position that has a very small peak window, we
think that he has potential to be a top 5 running back in the league at
some point in the next four years. His long speed leaves a little to be
desired, but he makes up for it with his jump cut that will typically
see him fooling backers and safeties into awful angles that allow for
‘home run’ types of plays. He’s a first-round talent, and he should be
drafted as such.

ANILORAC HTRON

2BR

Running Back
Age:

21
Height:

5'10
212

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 107.7

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2018 Pos. 94
247Sports Composite:
0.8344

4.57s
36"
10'3"
6.97s
22 reps

Strengths:
Contact balance (+++)
Patience
Pass protection

8.4%

TGT%:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

30.4%

College Stats:
Freshman:

224 yards, 5 TD, 8 REC

Sophomore:

933 yards, 5 TD, 17 REC

Junior:

1140 yards, 19 TD, 25 REC

Weaknesses:

Lacks long speed
Sometimes displays questionable vision

Summary:

Ceiling
Kareem Hunt

Round Grade:

Javonte’s life must be tough considering he’s simply a bowling ball. His
rise to prominence at the college level came early, as he rushed for
nearly 1,000 yards as a sophomore while averaging 5.6 yards per carry.
His true dominance came in 2020 when he rushed for 1,140 yards on 9
less attempts than his 2019 clip, averaging over 7 per carry and
exemplifying outstanding patience, burst, and ability to be a three-down
back. The notion that Javonte could be the RB1 in this class isn’t
overstated; his work in pass protection is best in the class. He shows a
really good anchor when shielding oncoming rushers from his
quarterback. He certainly lacks long speed, but, like Najee, he is so
balanced when taking on contact that he can still knock one out of the
park. Add in the fact that most teams will take plenty of doubles and
triples to score their runs instead of home runs with the risk of striking
out (sorry, baseball haters), and Javonte has an argument to be the top
running back in the class.

NOSMELC

3BR

Running Back
Age:

22
Height:

5'10
215

Weight:
Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 101.67

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2017 Pos. 15
247Sports Composite:
0.9171

4.41s
33.5"
10'8"
DNP
18 reps

12.2%

TGT%:

Recruiting Profile:

26.4%

College Stats:
Freshman:

766 yards, 13 TD, 5 REC

Sophomore:

1,658 yards, 24 TD, 12 REC

Junior:

1,614 yards, 19 TD, 37 REC

Senior:

914 yards, 12 TD, 48 REC

Weaknesses:

Home run hitting
Athleticism

Contact balance

Production profile is absurd

He lacks required patience

Field vision

Summary:

Ceiling
Dalvin Cook

Round Grade:

Certainly the earliest and most productive of the running backs in
this class, Travis Etienne burst onto the scene in 2017, rushing for
766 yards and 13 touchdowns. He only got better as time progressed,
with the height of his college career coming in 2019 when he had
over 2,000 all-purpose yards and shined as a feasible pass catching
option for Trevor Lawrence and company. Etienne is a fast running
back, and while he bulked up prior to his pro day and seemingly lost
some speed, he’s known for his home run hitting ability. Etienne falls
to RB3 for us because he lacks necessary contact balance to be as
dominant as the two above him. He also lacks vision that certainly
reduces his ceiling a significant amount. He would be best suited in a
running back committee role; something similar to Alvin Kamara. If
he can develop the necessary vision and contact balance to become a
workhorse in the league, it would not shock us at all that he’d finish
as the top back in this class when all is said and done.

SIHPMEM

4BR

Running Back
Age:

22
Height:

5'11
201

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 99.8

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2018 Pos. 124
247Sports Composite:
0.8280

4.46s
35"
10'1"
7.26s
21 reps

Strengths:
Pass catching ability
Creativity in making tacklers miss

13.8%

TGT%:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

27.5%

College Stats:
Freshman:

91 yards, 1 TD, 6 REC

Sophomore:

1,459 yards, 13 TD, 57 REC

Weaknesses:

Contact balance is a problem

Need to see him get better in pass pro

One of the more patient runners

Summary:

Ceiling
Aaron Jones

Round Grade:

Kenny Gainwell is a guy that never was given an opportunity to be a
workhorse, but he made up for it in his talent. Playing behind 3 RB’s
who are having incredible careers in the NFL, Gainwell is hoping to
continue the Memphis tradition of RB talent. His ability to keep his
shoulders downfield during the entire play helps him become a 3-way
go player. His lateral quickness is as good as anyone in this draft. If
you want to use him in the slot, Gainwell is just as efficient there as
well. He is going to need to build up some strength in the NFL before
he can be a one-man wrecking ball. He isn’t the fastest player in the
draft, and his athletic score won’t pop off of the screen, but Gainwell
is a very good running back that will have his early-career production
determined by landing spot.

ETATS AMOHALKO

5BR

Running Back
Age:

21
Height:

6'0
210

Weight:

weighted Grade: 93.0

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TGT%:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2017 Pos. 23
247Sports Composite:
0.8868

4.48s
36"
10'0"
7.24s
20 reps

Strengths:
Speed (++)
Burst

8.6%
40.4%

College Stats:
Freshman:

740 yards, 7 TD, 22 REC

Sophomore:

2,094 yards, 21 TD, 23 REC

Junior:

625 yards, 5 TD, 8 REC

Weaknesses:

Contact balance
Vision

Summary:

Ceiling
Chris Johnson

Round Grade:

Chuba Hubbard’s evaluation is one of the more complex ones in this
running back class. After rushing for more than 2,000 yards (yes, 2,000,
that’s not a typo) in his sophomore (!!!) campaign, Chuba made the
decision to return to school; a decision that actually made some sense
when you looked at the 2020 RB class pound for pound. However, the
things that Chuba put on tape in 2020 were concerning, having his worst
collegiate year and showing some signs that he may not be what we
thought he was. Chuba was billed as a player with track speed; a one-cut
runner that could take any given carry to the house. He didn’t show that
in 2020 and then he proceeded to run a high-4.4 at his pro day.
Assuming that he hasn’t gotten slower, we still like Chuba quite a bit. His
burst, lateral agility, and vision can certainly improve, but in the right
scheme, you can sell us on Chuba Hubbard becoming a very good NFL
running back.

ANILORAC HTRON

6BR

Running Back
Age:

21
Height:

5'8
202

Weight:

weighted Grade: 91.0

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2017 Pos. 6
247Sports Composite:
0.8772

4.56s
34"
9'11"
6.81s
16 reps

Strengths:
Lateral agility
Vision

8.4%

TGT%:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

21.9%

College Stats:
Freshman:

558 yards, 8 TD, 11 REC

Sophomore:

597 yards, 2 TD, 25 REC

Junior:

1,003 yards, 3 TD, 21 REC

Senior:

1,245 yards, 9 TD, 25 REC

Weaknesses:

Workhorse ability
Pass blocking

Summary:

Ceiling
Devonta Freeman

Round Grade:

As the more productive of the two North Carolina running
backs, Michael Carter is a player that is having his hype
tempered. After back-to-back 1,000-yard seasons, Michael
Carter enters the NFL Draft as an undersized and not
incredibly fast running back. He wins in short area agility,
burst, and vision, though, and can be a major factor for an
offense that is primarily inside zone. His ability to make
defenders miss makes him a stark opposite of Javonte
Williams; a back that often invited contact. Carter is a
player that won’t necessarily be effective if given a
workhorse role, but profiles as a less bursty, more agile
Clyde Edwards-Helaire.

ETATS NOGERO

7BR

Running Back
Age:

20
Height:

5'10
206

Weight:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

weighted Grade: 89.2

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Vision
Patience

TGT%:

Recruiting Profile:
DOMINATOR:

Class: 2018 Pos. 41
247Sports Composite:
0.8619

4.55s
31"
9'7"
7.38s
13 reps

7.4%
34.6%

College Stats:
Freshman:

1,380 yards, 12 TD, 25 REC

Sophomore:

685 yards, 8 TD, 9 REC

Junior:

858 yards, 7 TD, 9 REC

Weaknesses:

Burst
Athleticism

Summary:

Ceiling
JK Dobbins

Round Grade:

Jermar Jefferson is one of those running backs that may end up a
good role player and may end up considered ‘just a guy.’ His 2020
film included tons of bursty plays, displaying good vision and
ability to stay patient in finding holes in the defense.
Unfortunately, he’s not much of an athlete, he’s not someone that
is going to break many tackles, and he’s not the biggest guy in the
world. His limited athleticism certainly caps his upside, but
Jefferson could certainly find himself in a change of pace back
situation. His ceiling comparison of JK Dobbins is interesting,
because we could argue that JK would have had similarly bad
workout metrics had he decided to participate in pre-draft
activities in 2020. Jefferson’s draft capital is crucial, but he does
a lot of things well, and he could end up being a very good back in
the NFL.

AMOHALKO

8BR

Running Back
Age:

23
Height:

6'0
230

Weight:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 85.6

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TGT%:

Recruiting Profile:
Dominator:

Class: 2018 Pos. 2
247Sports Composite:
0.8757

4.63s
31.5"
9'4"
7.02s
15 reps

Strengths:
Workhorse ability
Pass blocking

6.9%
26.0%

College Stats:
Freshman:

DNP

Sophomore:

DNP

Junior:

515 yards, 6 TD, 10 REC

Senior:

665 yards, 7 TD, 18 REC

Weaknesses:

Speed
Elusiveness

Summary:

Ceiling
LeGarrette Blount

Round Grade:

Rhamondre Stevenson is certainly a guy that had an interesting
path to the draft. After attending junior college (Cerritos College)
and rushing for 2612 yards in two years (124.4 per game),
Stevenson transferred to Oklahoma in 2019. He posted just 165
attempts in two years in the Big 12, but posted solid efficiency
metrics, showed an ability to be a workhorse with his pass
catching ability, and ultimately putting himself on the radar. Off
the field, Rhamondre was suspended in 2020 for a failed drug
test. Lincoln Riley and company defended their stud running back,
saying that suspensions for marijuana are outdated; it’s a nonissue for us. Rhamondre displays good vision as a ball carrier,
patience, and while he’s not the most bursty or fast running back,
he’s a valuable asset as a pass blocker, as well. His long speed
isn’t there, but he could be a contributor on both the goal line and
as a pass catcher early on in his career.

ETATS OIHO

9BR

RUNNING BACK
Age:

22
Height:

6'0
215

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 81.9

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TGT%:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starting Potential

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2017 Pos. 12
247Sports Composite:
0.9232

4.57s
37"
10'5"
6.83s
DNP

Strengths:
Vision
Contact balance

4.6%
14.8%

College Stats:
Freshman:

744 yards, 5 TD, 16 REC

Sophomore:

947 yards, 13 TD, 12 REC

Junior:

385 yards, 4 TD, 8 REC

Senior:

870 yards, 4 TD, 12 REC

Weaknesses:

Lack of production
Pass catching ability

Summary:

Vision. Contact balance. A lack of production that certainly clouds a
ton of judgment. Trey Sermon is an interesting prospect, simply
because his path was very non-traditional. After competing with some
very good running backs at Oklahoma, Sermon transferred to Ohio
State for the 2020 season. For most of the season, he split with Master
Teague. Then, he had a three-game stretch where he totaled 636 yards,
4 touchdowns, and added another 60 yards on 8 receptions. He was
dominant. He was the best back in college football. His profile is
intriguing, but he’s a very intuitive runner. While he probably needs Day
2 capital to really be an impactful player in year one, Sermon could end
up being the best running back in this class when all is said and done.

Ceiling
Josh Jacobs

Round Grade:

.TS IPPISSISSIM

01BR

RUNNING BACK
Age:

22
Height:

5'11
215

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starting Potential

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 81.2

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TGT%:

Recruiting Profile:
DOMINATOR:

Class: 2018 Pos. 14
247Sports Composite:
0.9184

4.51s
36"
10'2"
7.13s
22 reps

Strengths:
Pass catching ability
Workhorse ability

7.8%
26.7%

College Stats:
Freshman:

393 yards, 2 TD, 4 REC

Sophomore:

734 yards, 4 TD, 22 REC

Junior:

1350 yards, 10 TD, 18 REC

Senior:

58 yards, 0 TD, 23 REC

Weaknesses:

Speed

Summary:

Ceiling
Wayne Gallman Jr.

Round Grade:

Kylin Hill is a running back prospect that is as complex as they
come. In his first two seasons, he didn’t show us a ton. He was a
guy that lacked vision and instincts as a runner, didn’t display
much speed, and couldn’t really make guys miss. He improved in
2019, displaying some burst and ability to hit a hole. His 2020
was cut short with an opt out, but Kylin’s development as a pass
catcher was evident when he was on the field last year. Kylin
certainly doesn’t profile as a great workhorse back, but he also
could handle the load if necessary. He’s patient as a runner and
takes care of the football. His involvement in a running back
committee would be his most ideal role, and he definitely could
find the end zone if given a goal line role. He’s a good, not great
player that will see his production greatly affected by draft
capital.

USL

1RW

WIDE RECEIVER
Age:

21
Height:

6'0
201

Weight:

weighted Grade: 111.3

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Physicality
YAC ability
Alpha

Ceiling

BOA:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: All-Pro

BMI:

Class: 2018 Pos. 15
247Sports Composite:
0.9589

4.34s
41"
11'0"
7.00s
23 reps

But a smaller version

Round Grade:

26.4

College Stats:
Freshman:

313 yards, 3 TD, 23 REC

Sophomore:

1,780 yards, 20 TD, 84 REC

Weaknesses:

Allow defenders get hands on him
Sometimes attacks the ball incorrectly

Summary:

Julio Jones

19.5

Ja’Marr Chase had one of the greatest sophomore receiver seasons in
recent memory in 2019 with Joe Burrow and the LSU Tigers. He and
Justin Jefferson dominated college football, with the latter becoming
one of the most successful rookie receivers in the history of the NFL.
The crazy part? Jefferson was technically the 1B on that team. Ja’Marr
Chase does not come without flaws; he allows defenders to get their
hands all over him against press coverage. He sometimes lacks bend in
and out of his breaks. He’s also as physical as they come, is incredibly
dynamic after he catches footballs, and he makes 50-50 balls more
like 70-30. He has sure hands, and while he could stand to attack the
football a little more aggressively and properly, Ja’Marr Chase should
be an impact receiver that could very well end up his team’s WR1 by
the end of 2021.

ATOSENNIM

2RW

WIDE RECEIVER
Age:

21
Height:

6'0
200

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 109.1

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

BMI:

Class: 2018 Pos. 61
247Sports Composite:
0.8914

4.39s
36"
10'3"
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Release and route running (+++)
Pluckers
Fearlessness across the middle

Ceiling
Chris Godwin

Round Grade:

BOA:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

18.8

27.1

College Stats:
Freshman:

704 yards, 6 TD, 51 REC

Sophomore:

1,219 yards, 11 TD, 60 REC

Junior:

472 yards, 2 TD, 36 REC

Weaknesses:

Release against press man needs improved
Concentration drops

Summary:

There are people that say “Rashod Bateman isn’t good because he
doesn’t do a single great thing on the football field.” We would argue
those people are incorrect. Rashod Bateman is a technician, displaying
some outstanding footwork, bend, and understanding of separation
creation. His subtle jabs at the top of his routes and ability to angle
back to the football make for an easy projection as a great separator at
the next level. His ball tracking ability is outstanding and was definitely
highlighted by questionable play from Tanner Morgan in 2020. He has
pluckers, snagging bad throws with a fearlessness across the middle of
the field. Rashod Bateman is an alpha receiver that can win on the
outside or slide into the slot. He’s dynamic after the catch, flashing
low-4.4 speed constantly on tape. Certainly, he can improve in his
ability to beat press man coverage and could get more consistent at
catching the easy ones, but in the right situation with the right
quarterback, he’s a superstar in the league.

EUDRUP

3RW

WIDE RECEIVER
Age:

20
Height:

5'7
180

Weight:
Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 105.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Thicc
YAC ability
Footwork in his routes

BOA:

Recruiting Profile:
BMI:

Class: 2018 Pos. 41
247Sports Composite:
0.9123

4.29s
42.5"
DNP
6.68s
24 reps

Steve Smith

Round Grade:

28.2

College Stats:
Freshman:

1,258 yards, 12 TD, 144 REC

Sophomore:

387 yards, 2 TD, 29 REC

Junior:

270 yards, 0 TD, 35 REC

Weaknesses:

Short
Sometimes body catches

Summary:

Ceiling

18.2

Saquon Barkley is the true comparison here. Credit to Randy for this one,
but Rondale is the peak “built different” prospect. Squatting 600 pounds
as a true freshman while simultaneously putting NFL caliber corners in a
blender (go watch the Ohio State film from 2018) is not something that
should be ignored. Sure, Rondale Moore had a tough go with injuries in
college, pushing his production down from over 1,200 yards as an 18year-old to just north of 500 in the following two seasons. But Rondale’s
involvement in the Purdue offense indicates that we haven’t even
scratched the surface of his capabilities at the next level. His work
primarily came via screen passes and gadget plays; Rondale Moore is not
just a gadget player. His footwork is special, and while he probably isn’t
beating people from the X or Z receiver spots, he profiles as a potentially
elite slot wide receiver at the next level. He’s a bowling ball once he gets
his paws on the ball, breaking a crazy amount of tackles (because thick
thighs save lives) and ultimately being a threat every touch he gets. The
injuries aren’t a major concern by some physical therapists in the
industry, so they’re not a massive concern to us, either. Rondale Moore
has elite upside; we hope he hits it.

AMABALA

4RW

WIDE RECEIVER
Age:

22
Height:

5'10
182

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 101.9

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Speed (+++)
Aggressive at the catch point
Really good releases

BOA:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

BMI:

Class: 2018 Pos. 5
247Sports Composite:
0.9791

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

21.8

26.1

College Stats:
Freshman:

591 yards, 4 TD, 28 REC

Sophomore:

560 yards, 6 TD, 33 REC

Junior:

848 yards, 7 TD, 45 REC

Weaknesses:

His analytical profile
Thinner frame

Summary:

Ceiling
Tyreek Hill

Round Grade:

Listen. The Tyreek Hill comparison feels lazy, but is it? Have we seen a
prospect that is a) a burner b) a refined route runner that can create
separation with more than just speed and c) incredibly physical at the
catch point? We aren’t sure. Analytically, Jaylen Waddle’s profile isn’t
ideal. His lack of a true breakout age is concerning, and while the nerds
will come for us, it’s important to take that with context. As a freshman,
he flashed. As a sophomore, he got lost in the shuffle, playing with three
other first round receivers. As a junior, he was dominating; on pace for a
season that was similar to (if not better than) DeVonta Smith’s Heisman
winning year. Couple that per game pace with elite ability to make plays,
and we wouldn’t be shocked to see Waddle as the first receiver off the
board later this month. It’s easy to say Waddle is just another speed guy.
It’s easy to compare all speed guys to the best one in football. It’s harder
to gauge what Jaylen Waddle’s ceiling is, because it is as high as anyone
in the class.

AMABALA

5RW

WIDE RECEIVER
Age:

22
Height:

6'1
170

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 100.1

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

BOA:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

BMI:

Class: 2017 Pos. 9
247Sports Composite:
0.9717

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Catch radius is absurd
Advanced route runner
Acceleration (+++)

20.8

22.4

College Stats:
Freshman:

160 yards, 3 TD, 8 REC

Sophomore:

693 yards, 6 TD, 42 REC

Junior:

1,256 yards, 14 TD, 68 REC

Senior:

1,856 yards, 23 TD, 117 REC

Weaknesses:

Sometimes T-Rex catches across middle
Small/bad analytical profile

Summary:

Ceiling
Marvin Harrison

Round Grade:

The Heisman. An elite year for a college wide receiver. An evaluation that
led to one of us (Christian) having DeVonta rated as the best WR in last
year’s group. DeVonta Smith certainly hasn’t done much to be ranked
this low. His film is special. There’s not much that he needs to improve
upon, other than maybe his ability to win across the middle (he gets TRex arms and braces for contact). But the nerds we spoke of earlier will
tell you that Smith’s profile is closer to Dede Westbrook than it is Julio
Jones. He’s a late breakout player who weighs less than 170 pounds and
failed to declare for the draft early; all factors that correlate to success
at the next level in some form or fashion. DeVonta just dominated the
SEC, so we don’t have too many reservations about his ceiling at the next
level. Sure, he probably profiles better as a team’s Z and secondary or
tertiary option, but that’s a vital player in an offense. We wouldn’t be
shocked to see him as the third receiver off the board, but we also
wouldn’t be shocked if he’s drafted in the top ten and goes on to have a
phenomenal career. He’s a first round player that should be discussed as
such.

CSU

6RW

WIDE RECEIVER
Age:

21
Height:

5'11
197

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 98.6

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

BOA:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

BMI:

Class: 2018 Pos. 2
247Sports Composite:
0.9948

4.51s
39"
10'7"
6.81s
20 reps

Strengths:
Wins vertically
Red zone threat
Creative route runner

18.9

27.5

College Stats:
Freshman:

750 yards, 3 TD, 60 REC

Sophomore:

1,042 yards, 6 TD, 77 REC

Junior:

478 yards, 7 TD, 41 REC

Weaknesses:

Not the most dominant athlete
Profiles as a beta receiver

Summary:

Ceiling
Robert Woods

Round Grade:

As the best football player in his family, Amon-Ra St. Brown enters this
year’s draft as a highly-touted prospect. A former 5-star recruit, St.
Brown flashed early, posting 750 yards as a true freshman and living up
to the expectations. He followed that up with a 1,000-yard season,
though with modest touchdown production. He was on pace for a similar
yardage total in the shortened Pac-12 2020 season, but his touchdown
production went haywire at the end of the year. His seven touchdowns
came in his last three games, and he showed a knack for coming down
with a ton more jump balls in 2020. His ability to win vertically mixed
with his creative route running and plus play speed make him as
interesting of a slot receiver as we can remember. Comparisons to
Robert Woods and Juju Smith-Schuster feel like helmet scouting, and
Amon-Ra is probably more of an athlete, but the style is there. Amon-Ra
is an immediate option #2 for a team, and that’s incredibly valuable.

SSIM ELO

7RW

WIDE RECEIVER
Age:

20
Height:

5'9
185

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 97.1

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

BOA:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

BMI:

Class: 2018 Pos. 38
247Sports Composite:
0.9205

4.32s
36"
10'0"
6.65s
DNP

Strengths:
Hands (+++)
Creative route runner
Dynamic playmaker

19.4

27.3

College Stats:
Freshman:

398 yards, 2 TD, 36 REC

Sophomore:

850 yards, 6 TD, 67 REC

Junior:

1,193 yards, 8 TD, 86 REC

Weaknesses:

Short (though not small)
Condensed to the slot

Summary:

Ceiling
Tyler Lockett

Round Grade:

You wouldn’t know it if you heard talk of the big named SEC
receivers, but Elijah Moore can make a case as the best one of the
bunch (we obviously don’t have it that way, but still). Elijah is the
prototypical slot receiver. He probably has the surest hands in this
class outside of Kyle Pitts. He is dynamic with the ball in his
hands, though less so than Rondale Moore. He consistently beats
defenders with solid releases, and while he could stand to be a
little twitchier, we doubt he will have trouble getting open from
the slot at the next level. He’s a short player, but he’s not small.
He plays bigger than he actually is, and he succeeded across the
middle in the SEC. The best word to describe Elijah Moore is
‘solid.’ He has a solid analytical profile, a solid film grade, a solid
production profile, and will be a solid slot receiver for a lot of
years at the NFL level if all remains the same.

USL

8RW

WIDE RECEIVER
Age:

20
Height:

6'2
205

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 95.7

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

BMI:

Class: 2018 Pos. 3
247Sports Composite:
0.9930

4.38s
39"
10'5"
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Wins at all three levels of the field
Size
YAC ability

Ceiling
Michael Thomas

Round Grade:

BOA:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

19.2

26.2

College Stats:
Freshman:

192 yards, 0 TD, 12 REC

Sophomore:

671 yards, 13 TD, 46 REC

Junior:

731 yards, 10 TD, 48 REC

Weaknesses:

Hands are questionable at times
Gets lazy in and out of his breaks

Summary:

As one of the most divisive wide receiver prospects in this class,
Terrace Marshall comes in at WR8 for us. Terrace’s range of outcomes
is vast. He could become Michael Thomas. He could also be a worse
version of DJ Chark. Marshall certainly had the competition at LSU, and
while a ton of his dominator came from touchdown production with Joe
Burrow, he showed the ability to keep up as a lesser player than
Jefferson and Chase, but not by much. His role changed drastically
headed into 2020, and after he showed the world that he could be a
WR1 for his team, he decided to opt out to focus on the draft. Marshall
is a player that can win all over the field; he’s probably going to best be
used as a deep threat to begin his career due to his often tight hips and
inconsistent hands across the middle. He’s a real threat inside the red
zone, and furthermore, inside the ten. Goal line fades are in his future,
but he may become much more than just a red zone threat. He’s
athletic and could very well become one of the best receivers in this
class.

ANILORAC HTRON

9RW

WIDE RECEIVER
Age:

21
Height:

6'0
189

Weight:

weighted Grade: 93.7

Pr
oD
ay

BOA:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

BMI:

Class: 2017 Pos. 8
247Sports Composite:
0.9272

4.46s
38"
10'8"
6.87s
18 reps

Strengths:
Deep threat
Displays good understanding of stacking
Fast

19.8

25.6

College Stats:
Freshman:

173 yards, 1 TD, 17 REC

Sophomore:

1,034 yards, 12 TD, 51 REC

Junior:

1,099 yards, 8 TD, 55 REC

Weaknesses:

Non-natural hands
Route tree is currently limited

Summary:

Ceiling
Will Fuller

Round Grade:

Dyami Brown’s back-to-back 1,000-yard seasons have come with
tons and tons of exciting plays. Brown is your prototypical deep
threat, fully understanding how to stack, beat various types of
coverage, and use his initial release to create leverage downfield.
Once the ball arrives, that’s where the questions come. Brown’s
hands aren’t bad, but the way he attacks the football is. He often
T-Rex arms the football rather than aggressively meeting the ball
at its highest point. His versatility can sometimes be questioned,
and he’s going to be best-used as a Z receiver early in his career.
He sometimes displays ability to win short and intermediate, but
he’s mostly resigned to routes that end in the deep third. Dyami’s
ceiling relies solely on his ability to win at those other two levels,
and while we believe he can, it may take some time. Overall,
Dyami immediately gives an NFL team an attention-hogging deep
threat.

ETATS AMOHALKO

01RW

WIDE RECEIVER
Age:

21
Height:

5'11
193

Weight:

weighted Grade: 93.3

Pr
oD
ay

BOA:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

BMI:

Class: 2017 Pos. 17
247Sports Composite:
0.9442

4.50s
33"
9'4"
6.97s
11 reps

Strengths:
Jump ball ability
Hands
Sneaky YAC ability

19.3

25.1

College Stats:
Freshman:

118 yards, 0 TD, 7 REC

Sophomore:

1,491 yards, 12 TD, 86 REC

Junior:

903 yards, 8 TD, 53 REC

Senior:

922 yards, 6 TD, 59 REC

Weaknesses:

Smaller frame
Skills a little less translatable at next level at
his size

Summary:

Ceiling
Mike Williams
But a smaller version

Round Grade:

A 5’11, sub-200-pound jump ball specialist certainly isn’t the most ideal
profile to bet on, but Tylan Wallace is much more than that. Tylan
Wallace has some of the surest hands in this class, and while he
definitely steps into the league as a red zone, jump ball threat, he could
be much more than that. Those who watched Tylan should not have been
surprised when he ran a 4.50 40YD; he’s got sneaky YAC ability and
displayed that at times in 2020. Mike Williams isn’t the perfect
comparison, mostly because of the size differential, but his ability to go
up and make crazy contested catches is something that Tylan could mold
his game after. Is molding your game off of Mike Williams ideal? Maybe
not. But Wallace’s success is going to be determined solely by the role
that he is used in. Could he be used in a Cooper Kupp type of role?
Maybe. Could he be used like Mike Williams? Yeah, probably. Wallace is
a good player with some athletic limitations that may limit his upside.
He’ll best be used as a WR2 or 3 on a team until he can develop his
release and route running a little more.

ADIROLF

1ET

TIGHT END
Age:

20
Height:

6'6
245

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 113.5

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2018 Pos. 5
247Sports Composite:
0.9334

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

4.44s
34"
10'9"
7.12s
22 reps

Strengths:
Everything
Hands
Route running and releases
Ability to win at any position on the field

17.9

YPR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: All-Pro

21.4%

College Stats:
Freshman:

73 yards, 1 TD, 3 REC

Sophomore:

649 yards, 5 TD, 54 REC

Junior:

770 yards, 12 TD, 43 REC

Weaknesses:

Could become a better blocker

Summary:

Ceiling
A Unicorn

Round Grade:

Generational. A word that gets tossed around far too often. A word that
describes Kyle Pitts as a prospect. There aren’t many tight end prospects
with an athletic profile as good as Pitts’. But that’s not what makes him
generational. His ability to win at every spot on the field is incredible. He
can win against corners, linebackers, and safeties. He can sometimes
take on edge rushers as a blocker, though not running Pitts on a route
every single play should be a crime. His hands are special; he didn’t drop
a single target in 2020. He bailed out Kyle Trask an incredible amount of
times, going up and down to get poorly placed footballs and ensuring
that the Florida offense kept chugging along. Pitts’ twitchiness and
understanding of creating cushion and leverage is second to none by a
tight end prospect, and his ability to line up as an X receiver is
remarkable. Pitts is often placed at #2 or #3 overall by major draft
analysts; he lands near there for us, as well. He is good. He is a top ten
pick in the 2021 NFL Draft. He is a generational prospect.

ETATS NNEP

2ET

TIGHT END
Age:

22
Height:

6'5
251

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 101.8

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

YPR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2018 Pos. 9
247Sports Composite:
0.9149

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Route running ability
YAC ability
Hands

14.2
27.9%

College Stats:
Freshman:

368 yards, 8 TD, 26 REC

Sophomore:

507 yards, 7 TD, 43 REC

Junior:

310 yards, 1 TD, 23 REC

Weaknesses:

Consistent blocking is lackluster
Injury history

Summary:

Ceiling
TJ Hockenson

Round Grade:

Baby Gronk is his nickname, but that’s an unfair depiction of Pat
Freiermuth’s skill set. Pat excelled in an offense that didn’t allow for him
to do his work very far downfield, often finding him winning on short
routes (sometimes even behind the line of scrimmage) and allowing for
us to see his solid footwork and separation creation. There are parts of
his game that make you say “that kid has incredible footwork” and there
are parts of his game that make you say “that’s a great block,” but both
remain inconsistent. His ability to come down with the football in heavy
traffic is valuable, and most of what Pat does can be described as ‘solid.’
He is certainly being humbled by entering the draft in a class with the
aforementioned generational prospect, and in most years, he’s a midfirst round pick. The injuries are certainly concerning with Pat
Freiermuth, but if he provides teams with a clean bill of health, we think
he could have TJ Hockenson-like impact on a team fairly early in his
career.

IMAIM

3ET

TIGHT END
Age:

20
Height:

6'2
247

Weight:
Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 101.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

YPR:

Recruiting Profile:
DOMINATOR:

Class: 2018 Pos. 1
247Sports Composite:
0.9820

4.69s
31"
9'8"
DNP
17 reps

Strengths:
YAC ability; sometiems runs like a running back
Ability to win deep
Willingness to take on defenders when blocking

15.2
31.5%

College Stats:
Freshman:

287 yards, 4 TD, 32 REC

Sophomore:

495 yards, 2 TD, 35 REC

Junior:

576 yards, 7 TD, 38 REC

Weaknesses:

Athleticism
Long speed

Summary:

Ceiling
Jonnu Smith

Round Grade:

Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the YAC-iest of them all (okay, it’s
definitely still Kyle Pitts, but Brevin Jordan is a close second place
here)? While Brevin Jordan didn’t test very well at the Miami Pro Day, he
certainly displayed a unique ability to make plays with his legs if you pop
the film on. He can take a catch behind the line of scrimmage 20+ yards.
He can win at all three levels of the field. He definitely profiles as more
of a big slot than a true tight end, as his blocking technique is only okay.
He does show effort when he is lined up in line, and he could certainly
become a team’s TE1. His athleticism is slightly concerning, but his
analytical profile is darling and the film is good. He’s not the fastest guy
in the world, but he works himself open and displays good cognizance of
which direction he needs to move to evade defenders in the open field.
Brevin Jordan is a good player, and in a different class, he’s probably an
early Day 2 draft pick.

EGELLOC NOTSOB

4ET

TIGHT END
Age:

21
Height:

6'5
253

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 87.8

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

YPR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2017 Pos. 80
247Sports Composite:
0.8191

4.63s
32.5"
10'2"
7.41s
DNP

Strengths:
Hands (++)
Contested catch ability
Ability to get extra yards

12.0
21.8%

College Stats:
Freshman:

103 yards, 2 TD, 4 REC

Sophomore:

509 yards, 2 TD, 28 REC

Junior:

685 yards, 5 TD, 57 REC

Weaknesses:

Blocking technique
Functional strength

Summary:

Ceiling
Hunter Henry

Round Grade:

Hunter Long is an intriguing prospect, partially because of
what he displayed while at the Senior Bowl. His MO is
definitely “pass catching tight end,” and he struggles at
times with his balance and technique on film when blocking,
but he put some outstanding reps on film at the Senior Bowl
that made us question what his ceiling truly is. Ultimately,
Hunter Long could end up a team’s top tight end option. He
has extremely soft hands, displayed a surprising amount of
athleticism at his pro day, and is a guy that profiles as an
immediate red zone threat. He may take some time to
develop as a blocker still, and he’s best-suited as a TE2 for a
team in his rookie year, but he has a pretty significant
ceiling that should be regarded highly.

SSIM ELO

5ET

TIGHT END
Age:

22
Height:

6'4
250

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted
weightedGrade:
Grade:108.0
86.1

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

YPR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2016 Pos. 305
247Sports Composite:
0.7949

DNP
34"
9'8"
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Ability to stretch the field
Jump balls

19.4
25.1%

College Stats:
Freshman:

136 yards, 0 TD, 14 REC

Sophomore:

154 yards, 1 TD, 13 REC

Junior:

233 yards, 5 TD, 19 REC

Senior:

524 yards, 6 TD, 27 REC

Weaknesses:

Hands in traffic
Blocking ability

Summary:

Ceiling
Mark Andrews

Round Grade:

Kenny Yeboah’s fantasy profile is probably more intriguing than
his immediate real-life profile, to be quite honest. Yeboah profiles
as a solid deep threat with average athleticism, speed, and
strength. His blocking is certainly an area of concern, and his late
arrival as a collegiate performer surely is not ideal. But he posted
a good dominator and averaged a higher yards per reception clip
than even Kyle Pitts, and he knows how to get open downfield.
He’s a jump ball kind of tight end, and his Senior Bowl game
highlight shows that off. He might not be anything more than a
TE3, but if he develops into a serviceable blocker and shows an
ability to snag the easy catches a little more naturally, he could
become a solid NFL player for a very long time.

NEERG GNILWOB

6ET

TIGHT END
Age:

22
Height:

6'2
243

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted
weighted Grade:
Grade: 108.0
84.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

YPR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2017 Pos. 272
247Sports Composite:
0.8079

4.60s
34"
9'11"
7.12s
22 reps

Strengths:
YAC ability
Aggressive hands when attacking the football
Athleticism

12.1
38.0%

College Stats:
Freshman:

116 yards, 2 TD, 8 REC

Sophomore:

516 yards, 7 TD, 42 REC

Junior:

649 yards, 4 TD, 55 REC

Senior:

248 yards, 0 TD, 20 REC

Weaknesses:

Blocking technique
Inconsistent hands

Summary:

Ceiling
Robert Tonyan

Round Grade:

The tight end that hasn’t gotten a ton of love, but certainly should
be getting some. Quintin Morris posted 125 receptions in his
college career, transitioning to the tight end position in the
process (he was a wide receiver recruit). Because of that, he’s a
tad short for the position and has a lot to clean up on the blocking
side of things (though, he’s a very willing blocker and displays a
ton of effort). As a pass catcher and athlete, though, Morris should
be regarded with the best of this tight end class. He has soft
hands, pulls in a ton of contested catches, and can go up and snag
jump balls. He’s more than just a possession tight end, displaying
some impressive YAC ability, as well. Morris is a name you should
know, and you should be elated if your favorite team gets him in
the later rounds.

EMAD ERTON

7ET

TIGHT END
Age:

20
Height:

6'3
241

Weight:

weighted
weightedGrade:
Grade:108.0
81.7

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

YPR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2018 Pos. 21
247Sports Composite:
0.8797

4.60s
37"
10'2"
DNP
20 reps

Strengths:
Blocking (+++)
Athleticism

11.4
11.8%

College Stats:
Freshman:

DNP

Sophomore:

183 yards, 4 TD, 16 REC

Junior:

218 yards, 0 TD, 19 REC

Weaknesses:

Lack of productivity
Inconsistent hands because of the lack of usage

Summary:

Ceiling
Delanie Walker

Round Grade:

The profile that screams TE2. Tommy Tremble will best be
utilized as a blocking tight end; a position that doesn’t
always pop for casual viewers, but remains just as important
as the pass catchers at the position. Tremble is what you
would call a mauler. His ability to eliminate defenders at
multiple levels of the field is incredibly impressive. Because
he was so good within this role, he wasn’t used as a pass
catcher very often (and quite frankly, was the TE2 on his
college team his entire career). Tremble is one hell of an
athlete, though, and while he doesn’t really have any type of
production profile, we wouldn’t be shocked if he became one
of the best tight ends in this class.

UMS

8ET

TIGHT END
Age:

23
Height:

6'2
242

Weight:

weighted
weightedGrade:
Grade:108.0
81.5

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

YPR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2016 Pos. 159
247Sports Composite:
0.7575

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Route running
Speed

16.0
23.7%

College Stats:
Freshman:

381 yards, 2 TD, 33 REC

Sophomore:

241 yards, 0 TD, 18 REC

Junior:

721 yards, 9 TD, 43 REC

Senior:

536 yards, 5 TD, 35 REC

Weaknesses:

Size
Strength

Summary:

Ceiling

Anthony Firkser

Round Grade:

Back-to-back former wideouts, who would’ve thought (not
me!). Kylen Granson’s upside is strictly as a big slot. His
blocking is virtually nonexistent and his functional strength
needs some work. However, as a receiver, Kylen Granson
offers a ton of upside. With his former receiving background,
he understands what to do with himself when he has the
football. He profiles as more of a short yardage, possession
type of tight end, but that’s valuable in the right offense.
He’s probably a career TE3, but we think he’ll stick on a
roster for a little while and hopefully turn into a massive
contributor at some point in his career.

IRUOSSIM .C

9ET

TIGHT END
Age:

??
Height:

6'7
245

Weight:

N/A

Pr
oD
ay

weighted
weighted Grade:
Grade: 108.0
79.5

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
YAC ability
Size-adjusted athleticism and speed

22.35

YPR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Backup/Depth

DOMINATOR:

19.87%

College Stats:
Freshman:

DNP

Sophomore:

DNP

Junior:

239 yards, 3 TD, 11 REC

Senior:

894 yards, 15 TD, 40 REC

Weaknesses:

Blocking ability
Lower level of collegiate competition

Summary:

Ceiling
Tyler Eifert

Round Grade:

As our favorite small school prospect at the tight end
position, Zach Davidson is incredibly intriguing. He measured
in at close to 6’7, 245 and didn’t bench press a ton, but
that’s not how he wins. He’s a fast 6’7 player. His 3-cone
time of 6.95 seconds is absurd, and these are all things you
see on film. He’s a true threat with the ball in his hands, and
he has really good hands. Of course, the level of competition
makes it somewhat difficult to truly evaluate his film, but
assuming that his athleticism translates well to the next
level (it should), this is a guy that has more upside than even
some of the guys listed before him. Let’s not forget that the
great Delanie Walker came from Central Missouri, so it’s
possible!

AIGROEG

01ET

TIGHT END
Age:

22
Height:

6'4
247

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 108.0
70.9

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

YPR:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Backup/Depth

DOMINATOR:

Class: 2017 Pos. 15
247Sports Composite:
0.8816

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Ability to stretch the field
Good route runner for a guy his size

13.9
10.6%

College Stats:
Freshman:

23 yards, 0 TD, 1 REC

Sophomore:

256 yards, 2 TD, 26 REC

Junior:

241 yards, 0 TD, 23 REC

Senior:

108 yards, 1 TD, 6 REC

Weaknesses:

Inconsistent hands across the middle
Blocking ability

Summary:

Ceiling
Jordan Akins

Round Grade:

Tre’ McKitty certainly didn’t produce in school. His collegiate
career started at Florida State and while it certainly didn’t
play out the way he had hoped it would, his potential
flashed. His potential flashed again in 2020 with Georgia,
and his ability to be a dynamic playmaker was on display. Of
course, he only played in 4 games, but he should make an
NFL team next year. He needs to work on his ability to catch
balls across the middle and his blocking certainly leaves a
ton to be desired (which will make it more difficult for him
to stick as a TE3), but he shows enough athleticism to
contribute on special teams at the very least. If he can
develop those gaps in his game, he can be that guy that
sticks in the NFL for quite a few years.

AMABALA

1LOI

Interior Offensive Line
Age:

22
Height:

6'6
324

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 100.6

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

PRESSURES:

Class: 2016 Pos. 4
247Sports Composite:
0.9814

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Massive
Mauler when he can get into space
As strong an anchor as they come

99.2

5

College Stats:
Freshman:

482 snaps, 5 penalties

Freshman:

252 snaps, 2 penalties

Sophomore:

110 snaps, 6 penalties

Junior:
Senior:

720 snaps, 6 penalties
716 snaps, 3 penalties

Weaknesses:

Injury history

Summary:

Ceiling
Quenton Nelson

Round Grade:

Landon Dickerson is probably a top ten talent if we aren’t
considering his injury history. What he put on the field in 2020
certainly is. He’s as mauling as a center can get, and getting him
into space makes him even more lethal. He’s a tenacious blocker
that really doesn’t have too many flaws. He only allowed 5
pressures all of 2020; including the College Football Playoff
games. He has an incredible anchor, and there’s really no moving
him. Would he be best utilized as a guard at the next level?
Maybe. Anything that will allow him to pull and knock guys out of
plays completely will be his best position. It’s rare that you find
guys this big that can move this well. Now, will he slide in the
draft? Maybe, but only because of the extensive injury history that
could see him out of football in the next few years. If we’re GMs
though, we’d take that risk in the first round. He’s that good.

CSU

2LOI

Interior Offensive LIne
Age:

21
Height:

6'4
315

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 100.5

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

PRESSURES:

Class: 2017 Pos. 14
247Sports Composite:
0.9463

5.10s
32"
8'10"
7.65s
36 reps

Strengths:
Versatility; can be a good tackle or great guard
Wins in a phone booth
Tenacious; strong anchor

97.9

8

College Stats:
Freshman:

141 snaps, 0 penalties

Sophomore:

926 snaps, 2 penalties

Junior:

466 snaps, 2 penalties

Weaknesses:

Sometimes displays slow footwork
Lunges at times

Summary:

Ceiling
Zack Martin

Round Grade:

Alijah Vera-Tucker is up there with Rashawn Slater as the most
positionally versatile of the offensive line class. His guard film
playing next to Austin Jackson is better than his tackle film,
though, so we evaluated him as a guard. Where he wins is in the
phone booth; he’s incredibly tenacious and quick out of his stance.
His hands are better when he can leverage himself upward, rather
than combat that upward leverage as a tackle. He’s a strong
player, which makes for a strong anchor in pass protection. His
work as a tackle in 2020 will certainly only boost his stock,
because it honestly wasn’t awful, either. The issues he put on tape
in 2020 are all non-issues as a guard, though he’ll still lunge
occasionally when he’s headhunting. Alijah Vera-Tucker is a first
round player, and we’d be shocked to see him fall outside the top
20 picks. He’s a good player that should have a really long career.

AMOHALKO

3LOI

Interior Offensive Line
Age:

22
Height:

6'6
324

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 97.6

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

PRESSURES:

Class: 2017 Pos. 3
247Sports Composite:
0.8962

5.09s
33"
9'4"
7.54s
29 reps

Strengths:
As athletic as they come
Mobile; can get to the second level quickly
Strong

99.2

5

College Stats:
Freshman:

DNP

Sophomore:

877 snaps, 4 penalties

Junior:

858 snaps, 6 penalties

Senior:

710 snaps, 4 penalties

Weaknesses:

Inconsistent anchor leaves him to recover often
Inconsistent footwork

Summary:

Ceiling
Frank Ragnow

Round Grade:

When we say that Creed Humphrey is as athletic as they come, we
are not joking. His 10.00/10.00 relative athletic score (thank you
@MathBomb for your incredible work) ranks 1st out of almost
500 center prospects since 1987. He’s a freak. And that shows on
tape. What also shows on tape is his mobility, his really good
technique, and his functional strength. He wins in a phone booth
as well as anyone in the class, honestly, and while his feet can get
a little clunky at times when trying to anchor and re-anchor, he
certainly has the tools to clean up the clunkiness. He’s got a 2ndround grade from us, but it would not shock us one bit if a team
took him near the end of the 1st round. He’s a plug and play
starter that should be highly effective from day one.

RETAWETIHW-WU

4LOI

Interior Offensive Line
Age:

21
Height:

6'3
320

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter

N/A

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 108.0
96.1

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Fast
Mauler
Functionally strong

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

4.86s
32"
9'3"
7.33s
DNP

PRESSURES:

100.0

0

College Stats:
Freshman:

N/A

Sophomore:

N/A

Junior:

N/A

Senior:

N/A

Weaknesses:

Pass protection is inconsistent
Level of competition

Summary:

Ceiling
Shaq Mason

Round Grade:

Ah, yes. Everyone’s favorite D-III prospect. The fastest
offensive lineman in the class; the one who does crazy
workouts in Canada to train in the offseason (if you watched
the Senior Bowl, you know this). Quinn Meinerz is an
intriguing prospect, because the level of competition he saw
was much lesser than that of some of these other prospects.
His practices at the Senior Bowl certainly didn’t show that
though. He’s currently training himself to become a center
rather than a guard, and while that may give him the
versatility he needs to boost his draft capital, he’ll be just
fine as a guard, as well. He’s incredibly strong and profiles
as a mauling guard that can be highly effective in virtually
any scheme.

EMAD ERTON

5LOI

Interior Offensive Line
Age:

22
Height:

6'5
325

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 92.5
108.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

Pressures:

Class: 2017 Pos. 17
247Sports Composite:
0.9301

5.32s
31"
8'4"
7.69s
24 reps

Strengths:
Strength
Size
Pass protection (++)

98.9

10

College Stats:
Freshman:

DNP

Sophomore:

495 snaps, 3 penalties

Junior:

844 snaps, 3 penalties

Senio
r:

847 snaps, 2 penalties

Weaknesses:

Footwork only okay
Technique and hand placement get him in
trouble at times

Summary:

Ceiling
Gabe Jackson

Round Grade:

Aaron Banks is definitely one of the more intriguing prospects in
this draft, only because he was actually bad as a junior. He was
slow, had a questionable anchor, and got bullied quite a bit. If you
throw on his 2020 film, though, he’s a completely different player.
It looks like he converted some of his bad weight into good weight,
which helped him improve in getting downfield to block for his
running back. His anchor got significantly better, as well, and he
profiles as one of the better pass protecting guards in this class.
His technique is still not without flaws, but the drastic
improvement from 2019 to 2020 shows us that he can continue
getting better. His hand placement is in that same boat, but we
have faith that he could start day one fairly easily. That’s valuable.

AIGROEG

6LOI

Interior Offensive Line
Age:

22
Height:

6'6
335

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 90.3
108.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

Pressures:

Class: 2016 Pos. 10
247Sports Composite:
0.9565

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Pass protection (++)
Strong

98.9

6

College Stats:
Freshman:

361 snaps, 0 penalties

Sophomore:

208 snaps, 0 penalties

Junior:

475 snaps, 2 penalties

Senior:

531 snaps, 1 penalty

Weaknesses:

Not very mobile
Condensed to a gap blocking scheme

Summary:

Ceiling
Brandon Scherff

Round Grade:

Ben Cleveland may be the best of this tier in pass protection.
His anchor is crazy good, and that’s mostly due to his
incredible size and functional strength. He’s just a massive
human that utilizes his size better than some others. His
weight isn’t bad weight, it just contributes to his ability to
stalemate anyone that comes into his path. He’s not the
most mobile of guys, and he’s certainly condensed to a
primarily gap blocking scheme, but he’s a guy that you can
slot into your starting right or left guard spot and
immediately find success if you’re a team that still runs a
primarily power or gap blocking scheme.

EESSENNET

7LOI

Interior Offensive Line
Age:

21
Height:

6'5
321

Weight:

weighted Grade: 89.3

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

Pressures:

Class: 2017 Pos. 4
247Sports Composite:
0.9301

5.11s
31"
9'4"
7.43s
32 reps

Strengths:
Mauler
Mobile
Athletic

99.0

6

College Stats:
Freshman:

740 snaps, 4 penalties

Sophomore:

421 snaps, 3 penalties

Junior:

759 snaps, 4 penalties

Senior:

662 snaps, 2 penalties

Weaknesses:

Technique is fairly bad
Didn't improve a whole lot in college

Summary:

Ceiling
Kelechi Osemele

Round Grade:

Trey Smith is as much a mauler once he gets his hands on people
as anyone. He eliminates defenders consistently, and he can drive
them all the way off the field. He was a tackle recruit, and while
he doesn’t possess the foot speed to succeed on the outside (and
he’s still trying to learn his technique and footwork on the inside),
that helps him in utilizing his length. He’s functionally very strong,
and while the aforementioned technique is certainly something
that needs improved upon, his upside as a zone scheme pulling
guard is something that we collectively like. He’s a day two
prospect that could see himself drafted up in the second round
based on the lack of depth at the interior offensive line position as
a whole.

ETATS OIHO

8LOI

Interior Offensive Line
Age:

22
Height:

6'4
315

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade:
Grade: 89.2
113.5
weighted

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Mobile
Functional strength

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:
Pressures:

Class: 2017 Pos. 1
247Sports Composite:
0.9876

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
25 reps

97.3

11

College Stats:
Freshman:

239 snaps, 1 penalty

Sophomore:

923 snaps, 1 penalty

Junior:

547 snaps, 2 penalties

Weaknesses:

Anchor
Sometimes lost when run blocking

Summary:

Ceiling
Ali Marpet

Round Grade:

Wyatt Davis is a guy that, at times, looked a bit lost in 2020. His
ability to headhunt was nonexistent. His ability to utilize leverage
and win in phone booths was questionable at times. But his film
from 2019 suggests that he possesses that type of ability, and as
such a highly-touted prospect, it’s fairly safe to say that teams
will agree. He is functionally pretty strong, and he does have
good movement skills. Once he’s able to translate those
movement skills into successful blocks downfield, he will become
a really good player. Randy believes he’s a day one starter.
Christian believes he could definitely become a starter, and what
he put on film in 2020 was not the final product. He’s another
guy that could see himself drafted a little higher than our
ranking, simply because of the depth (or lack thereof) of this
class.

YKCUTNEK

9LOI

Interior Offensive Line
Age:

22
Height:

6'2
292

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 89.1

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

Pressures:

Class: 2016 Pos. 2
247Sports Composite:
0.9371

DNP
32"
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Mobile
Good in pass pro

99.5

3

College Stats:
Freshman:

279 snaps, 1 penalty

Sophomore:

843 snaps, 4 penalties

Junior:

842 snaps, 7 penalties

Senior:

698 snaps, 2 penalties

Weaknesses:

Hands are only okay
Not incredibly strong

Summary:
Drake Jackson is a player that will certainly be drafted as more
of a project or depth piece to start. He is fairly mobile and
tenacious, but lacks size and strength to truly be a force as a
center at the next level. His hand placement and the power
generated with his hands leaves a little to be desired, and while
he anchors fairly well, you can see how a long pass rusher could
give him issues at the NFL level. Overall, getting Drake into a
zone blocking scheme would be hugely impactful on his ability to
succeed at the next level.

Ceiling
Cody Whitehair

Round Grade:

GNILBMARG

01LOI

Interior Offensive Line
Age:

22
Height:

6'1
340

Weight:

N/A

weighted Grade:
Grade: 86.5
113.5
weighted

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

5.17s
28"
8'11"
8.01s
31 reps

Strengths:
Run blocking
Solid anchor

Pressures:

Will Hernandez

Round Grade:

10

College Stats:
Freshman:

N/A

Sophomore:

N/A

Junior:

N/A

Senior:

211 snaps, 1 penalty

Weaknesses:

Lunges all the time
Weight may be an issue

Summary:

Ceiling

98.7

David Moore has some fun film. His ability to YEET guys all over
the field is impressive, and while he’s not going to have that
ability at the next level (he played at Grambling, so of course he
won’t), there’s something about him as a rumbling bowling ball
that we think will translate fairly well. He has a good anchor in
pass protection, and while he probably holds some bad weight
that will impact his ability to get out in space and effectively
move at the NFL level, he’s fairly versatile in terms of which
schemes he can succeed in. Moore may be best suited as a
center with his short, thicc boi frame, but wherever he is, we
think he has the potential to start, or at least become a
rotational piece on an offensive line unit.

NOGERO

1TO

Offensive Tackle
Age:

20
Height:

6'5
331

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 109.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

PRESSURES:

Class: 2018 Pos. 2
247Sports Composite:
0.9709

5.09s
28"
9'1"
7.80s
30 reps

Strengths:
Crazy ability to anchor and re-anchor
Functional strength is outstanding
Pass pro footwork is great

99.3

7

College Stats:
Freshman:

450 snaps, 0 penalties

Sophomore:

927 snaps, 4 penalties

Weaknesses:

Sometimes gets caught lunging
Doesn't have the longest arms

Summary:

Ceiling
Trent Williams

Round Grade:

The term generational has been thrown around for Penei Sewell;
he isn’t that. He’s a tackle prospect that possesses incredible
ability to anchor, understand leverage, and ultimately get
downfield when run blocking. He has incredible footwork,
functional strength, and decent size for the position. He definitely
needs to clean up his hand placement at times; EDGEs with longer
arms will certainly get into his chest. What he has going for him,
though, is his core strength. Even when EDGEs get their hands into
him, they have a very tough time getting by him. Sewell is a
prospect that was billed as the next Hall of Fame prospect, and he
may not have even finished inside our top 3 at the position in last
year’s class. However, he is the best tackle prospect in this year’s
class, and that’s good enough for a top ten selection in the 2021
NFL Draft.

NRETSEWHTRON

2TO

Offensive Tackle
Age:

21
Height:

6'4
304

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 104.7

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

PRESSURES:

Class: 2017 Pos. 32
247Sports Composite:
0.8584

4.88s
DNP
DNP
7.48s
DNP

Strengths:
As tenacious as they come
Positional versatility; might be best as guard
Has the ability to take elite EDGEs out of games

99.2

2

College Stats:
Freshman:

865 snaps, 6 penalties

Sophomore:

1048 snaps, 3 penalties

Junior:

787 snaps, 8 penalties

Weaknesses:

Hand placement could get him into trouble
Footwork when getting to the second level is
sometimes in question

Summary:

Ceiling
Terron Armstead

Round Grade:

“Go watch what he did against Chase Young” is one of the weirder
arguments for Rashawn Slater. Sure, he neutralized an incredible
pass rushing talent, but that game actually displays his flaws the
most. Rashawn Slater is as tenacious as they come, consistently
bullying defenders out of their position and opening lanes in the
running game. He has a great anchor that allows him to
reestablish position if a defender gets their hands into his chest in
pass pro, too. What he struggles with, at times, is hand placement.
His punch is really good, but if he’s slow to it, defenders will be
able to move him. Slater may be best suited as a guard, and that’s
no sleight to his work as a tackle. He can be a great tackle, but he
can be an elite guard. Where he plays at the next level is still to
be determined, but what we know is he’s a great prospect well
worth the draft capital he’s sure to get.

HCET AINIGRIV

3TO

Offensive Tackle
Age:

21
Height:

6'3
305

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 101.5

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

PRESSURES:

Class: 2018 Pos. 1
247Sports Composite:
0.8588

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
The definition of a mauler
Strong, strong hands
Despite the listed weaknesses, he never was
always able to recover in pass pro

99.2

2

College Stats:
Freshman:

785 snaps, 6 penalties

Sophomore:

863 snaps, 2 penalties

Junior:

669 snaps, 1 penalty

Weaknesses:

Can sometimes get off balance in pass pro
Footwork can get sloppy

Summary:

Ceiling
Jason Peters

Round Grade:

Christian Darrisaw is a bully. That’s the best way to describe him,
honestly, because when he starts to get upfield and to secondary
levels, he’s as good at head hunting as anyone. This isn’t to take
away from what he does in pass protection, though. He has a
lethal punch that can knock a defender all the way off balance. If
he misses with his punch, he can sometimes get off balance and
lose a bit with his footwork. But if he lands with it, he can
sometimes just move to the next defender. His ability to anchor
isn’t as refined as you’d like, but he often doesn’t need to. His
movement is impressive, so getting him into a zone running
scheme would be ideal for him. Teams may be a little all over the
place with Darrisaw, because he’s definitely stronger as a run
blocker than a pass protector, but we fully expect he’ll be drafted
in the first round and become a solid NFL player for many, many
years.

ETATS AMOHALKO

4TO

Offensive Tackle
Age:

23
Height:

6'6
317

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 101.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

Pressures:

Class: 2016 Pos. 85
247Sports Composite:
0.8422

5.01s
32.5"
8'10"
7.72s
36 reps

Strengths:
A bruising, tenacious run blocker
Strong and finishes his blocks
Fast when getting to the second level

99.0

4

College Stats:
Freshman:

348 snaps, 0 penalties

Sophomore:

1012 snaps, 6 penalties

Junior:

864 snaps, 4 penalties

Senior:

448 snaps, 4 penalties

Weaknesses:

Feet aren't fast enough to get vertical yet
Struggles in anchoring himself against bull
rushes

Summary:

Ceiling
Joe Thomas

Round Grade:

Teven Jenkins is one of the most fun prospects to watch play (and
specifically, watching him take Joseph Ossai’s lunch money was
the most impressive). Teven is your prototypical mauler,
eliminating every defender that steps in his way and allowing for
his running backs to find massive holes. The finishing of his blocks
is incredibly impressive, and while he definitely could stand to
clean up his pass sets, he is certain to be an early draft pick. Now,
with the pass sets, he is very inconsistent. He goes from getting
vertical quick and establishing his weight so as to anchor in and
put together nice reps to getting knocked on his ass by Ronnie
Perkins (who we also regard highly). He will have to clean up that
aspect of his game, but people said the same of Mekhi Becton,
and he was pretty darn good in his rookie year. Teven is a fun
player.

SAXET

5TO

Offensive Tackle
Age:

22
Height:

6'7
309

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 100.5

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

Pressures:

Class: 2017 Pos. 104
247Sports Composite:
0.8396

4.84s
30"
9'9"
7.35s
36 reps

Strengths:
Big, solid pass protector
Strong hands and outstanding length
For as big as he is, he can move

98.5

8

College Stats:
Freshman:

1055 snaps, 4 penalties

Sophomore:

964 snaps, 8 penalties

Junior:

605 snaps, 0 penalties

Weaknesses:

Run blocking technique is often inconsistent
Can sometimes find himself off balance

Summary:

Ceiling
Tyron Smith

Round Grade:

Samuel Cosmi is a fun player to watch. Big, long tackles that have
good footwork in their pass sets and have high productivity in
college are always intriguing. But when you incorporate Samuel
Cosmi’s athleticism, then you have what is certainly a first round
talent. Cosmi sometimes struggles getting to the next level when
attempting to open holes for his running back, but his athleticism
makes us believe that he’s a fit in any scheme. He’s functionally
very strong, which helps him to anchor against all types of
rushers. Technically, his footwork can get choppy at times.
Overall, Cosmi has the size, length, athleticism, and skill that will
justify his day one or early day two selection. We wouldn’t be
shocked to see him as the OT3 off the board, but if he slips to the
back of the first, he’s sure to be a steal.

USDN

6TO

Offensive Tackle
Age:

22
Height:

6'6
299

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 93.5

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

Pressures:

Class: 2016 Pos. 165
247Sports Composite:
0.7481

5.11s
32"
9'5"
7.27s
24 reps

Strengths:
Moves like a tight end
Hand placement (++)
Footwork is among the best in the class

98.3

11

College Stats:
Freshman:

897 snaps, 8 penalties

Sophomore:

930 snaps, 4 penalties

Junior:

77 snaps, 0 penalties

Weaknesses:

Not as strong as you'd like in your starting LT
Not as tenacious as you'd like in run blocking

Summary:

Ceiling
Jake Matthews

Round Grade:

Dillon Radunz is a very unique tackle prospect in the fact that he’s
got a very thin frame. This thin frame certainly helps him do what
he’s best at: move. He’s incredibly mobile for the position and
would be perfect in a zone run scheme. His hand placement in
pass pro is really good, which covers up some of his strength
deficiency. He anchors well, but coming in under 300 pounds
certainly makes it difficult for him to overpower anyone. He’s
technically sound, and while he could certainly pick up some
tenacity (which would also then mask his strength deficiency),
Dillon Radunz is a very good football player. It remains to be seen
if he will stick at tackle, or if his best position might be inside, but
it’s always best to fail them at tackle before you give up and slide
them inside. Radunz could probably start day one at right tackle
and develop into a starting NFL LT.

ITANNICNIC

7TO

Offensive Tackle
Age:

21
Height:

6'4
313

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 91.9

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

Pressures:

Class: 2017 Pos. 13
247Sports Composite:
0.9121

5.27s
28.5"
8'2"
8.05s
22 reps

Strengths:
Loaded with potential
Good footwork in pass protection

99.0

6

College Stats:
Freshman:

28 snaps, 0 penalties

Sophomore:

91 snaps, 0 penalties

Junior:

618 snaps, 6 penalties

Weaknesses:

Raw
Lacks a solid anchor

Summary:

Ceiling
Michael Oher

Round Grade:

James Hudson is a fun prospect to study. He certainly lacks in
technique and is as raw as they come, but that’s because he’s a
converted defensive tackle that was thrust into a starting left
tackle role after leaving the Michigan program. He’s not the most
athletic player in the world, but he makes up for that lack of
athleticism with tenacity (and sometimes too much, as he was
kicked out of the bowl game last year for headbutting an opposing
player). The Michael Oher comp comes from the rawness, and
while James Hudson could certainly become an NFL starter (and
that’s the grade we’ve given, mostly due to a favorable analytics
profile), he’s more project than day one starter. Hudson is close to
a blank canvas, and some team is going to like molding him into
what could be a very good starter.

EMAD ERTON

8TO

Offensive Tackle
Age:

23
Height:

6'6
305

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 90.5

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

Pressures:

Class: 2016 Pos. 7
247Sports Composite:
0.9614

DNP
27"
8'9"
7.53s
33 reps

Strengths:
Big, strong pass protector
Understands how to use his length well

98.2

12

College Stats:
Freshman:

45 snaps, 1 penalty

Sophomore:

939 snaps, 2 penalties

Junior:

845 snaps, 10 penalties

Senior:

834 snaps, 4 penalties

Weaknesses:

Not very mobile
Condensed to only a gap blocking run scheme

Summary:

Ceiling
Russell Okung

Round Grade:

Liam Eichenberg is a big ole guy. He’s what you think of when you
think “prototypical starting left tackle” and sometimes, that
thought is justified on tape. He has a strong punch, good length,
and is often very quick into his kick step. Other times, however,
his feet are slow and choppy, which allows for longer edge rushers
to work their way around him. He certainly doesn’t possess a lot of
recovery speed, and that coincides with his lack of mobility in the
run game. He’s definitely best suited in a heavy gap scheme that
allows him to block straight forward. Those types of guys still
exist in the league, and Eichenberg could certainly thrive in a role
like that. He’s closer to a day one starter than a couple of the guys
ahead of him, but his ceiling is probably lower, as well, and that’s
why we have him slotted here.

NAGIHCIM

9TO

Offensive Tackle
Age:

20
Height:

6'5
326

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 89.1

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

Pressures:

Class: 2018 Pos. 16
247Sports Composite:
0.9062

5.31s
28.5"
8'0"
7.86s
DNP

Strengths:
Has a lot of potential
Moves fairly well

98.0

27

College Stats:
Freshman:

37 snaps, 0 penalties

Sophomore:

851 snaps, 3 penalties

Junior:

128 snaps, 0 penalties

Weaknesses:

Raw
Lacks athleticism and size

Summary:

Ceiling
Daryl Williams

Round Grade:

Jalen Mayfield is probably a year too early, to be quite honest. A
lot of his film just isn’t good at all. You watch him lunge and get
off balance while run blocking and then watch it followed up by
allowing a pressure or sack. It’s sloppy, but the traits are certainly
there and you can see why the NFL is higher on this kid than we
are. He moves pretty well, and all in all, his run blocking is
probably the best aspect of his game. It’s debatable if he can start
at tackle, still. Mayfield may end up being a really good guard in
the NFL, especially if he gets into a zone pulling scheme that
allows him to headhunt and open up lanes. If he can clean up
virtually everything about his pass sets, he can certainly become a
starting tackle in the NFL, though probably condensed to the right
side.

AMABALA

01TO

Offensive Tackle
Age:

22
Height:

6'5
312

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 87.1

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PB EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

PRESSURES:

Class: 2017 Pos. 1
247Sports Composite:
0.9981

5.01s
35"
9'10"
DNP
20 reps

Strengths:
Athletic
Pretty good functional strength

97.9

16

College Stats:
Freshman:

131 snaps, 0 penalties

Sophomore:

935 snaps, 3 penalties

Junior:

748 snaps, 9 penalties

Senior:

867 snaps, 9 penalties

Weaknesses:

Bad footwork
Looks lost once he hits the second level

Summary:

Ceiling
Jack Conklin

Round Grade:

Athletic? Check. Highly-touted? Check. Mobile? Check. Footwork
in his pass sets? Not a check. Leatherwood is an intriguing
prospect, because he has every tool in the toolbox, displayed some
of it on film, but ultimately failed to produce at a high level (we
know, he won a couple of national championships or whatever).
His anchor is questionable at times, leaving us to believe that
when he sees bigger, stronger edge rushers, he’s going to struggle
even more. He also looks lost once he’s about a yard downfield
and has to find someone to hit, at times. It’s almost as if he isn’t
picking up the angles that defenders are attacking at. Overall,
Leatherwood may take some time. He may also just become a
guard at the next level. But he’s probably close to a day one
starter at RT with the ability to develop as a LT. Not bad for the
OT10; what a class.

AMABALA

1LDI

Interior Defensive line
Age:

21
Height:

6'4
310

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 108.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PRP:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

Run Stop%:

Class: 2018 Pos. 16
247Sports Composite:
0.9298

4.93s
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Generates tons of power
Understands leverage well
Long and can fill gaps with his arms

7.7
13.3%

College Stats:
Freshman:

269 snaps, 3 sacks, 16 tackles

Sophomore:

478 snaps, 8 sacks, 24 tackles

Weaknesses:

Inconsistent and raw

Summary:

Ceiling
DeForest Buckner

Round Grade:

Christian Barmore is the only IDL prospect worth a first round
selection; at least that’s how we graded it out. He’s an unfinished
product that actually produced at the highest level possible as a
sophomore, and that’s important. His ability to generate power
upward and utilize leverage is what sets him apart, though his
strength could win him reps even if he couldn’t. His long frame
allows for him to eat up more space than you’d think, and while he
can show flashes of inconsistency, he’s nearly as refined as
another Alabama IDL prospect that went in the top 5 of the 2019
NFL Draft in Quinnen Williams. His ability to win in both pass
rushing and run stopping capacities sets him apart from most
other IDL prospects in this class entirely. There’s been rumblings
that teams view him as a top ten prospect; so do we.

NOTGNIHSAW

2LDI

Interior Defensive line
Age:

23
Height:

6'3
290

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 97.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Run Stop%:

Class: 2016 Pos. 23
247Sports Composite:
0.8997

4.85s
30"
9'1"
DNP
29 reps

Strengths:
Strong
Knows how to use his hands
Pass rush

6.7

PRP:

Recruiting Profile:

11.1%

College Stats:
Freshman:

175 snaps, 2 sacks, 15 tackles

Sophomore:

391 snaps, 3 sacks, 22 tackles

Junior:

504 snaps, 4 sacks, 36 tackles

Senior:

DNP

Weaknesses:

Not a ton of tools in the toolbox
His play speed doesn't match his 40YD

Summary:

Ceiling
Sheldon Richardson

Round Grade:

Levi Onwuzurike is one of the more pro-ready IDL prospects
in this class, but he’s pretty close to being a final product, as
well. He’s a very strong, high motor player that wins with a
solid bull rush and understanding of leverage. He’s no slouch
in run support either, though. The moves he uses to win in
getting to the quarterback are fairly nonexistent, but it
hasn’t mattered yet. He probably won’t end up a high sack
total type of player, but he profiles as a three-down IDL that
can provide solid penetration and get on the field early for
his work in stopping the run. We wouldn’t be surprised if a
team took a shot on him in the first round, but he grades out
as a second rounder for us.

AWOI

3LDI

Interior Defensive line
Age:

22
Height:

6'3
313

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 94.1

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Run Stop%:

Class: 2017 Pos. 12
247Sports Composite:
0.8730

4.90s
28.5"
8'10"
7.68s
DNP

Strengths:
Incredibly quick and athletic
Pass rushing ability (+)
High motor

5.2

PRP:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

7.5%

College Stats:
Freshman:

DNP

Sophomore:

366 snaps, 3 sacks, 22 tackles

Junior:

478 snaps, 5 sacks, 25 tackles

Weaknesses:

Run support is sometimes inconsistent
Functional strength limits his versatility

Summary:

Ceiling
A'Shawn Robinson

Round Grade:

Daviyon Nixon is a fast, instinctual player. He certainly profiles as
a 3T that can potentially even slide out to 5T in certain situations.
He’s a high motor guy that is consistently churning his legs to get
to the quarterback. Where he lacks some skill right now is in his
run support. He’s easily moved off of spots if he isn’t attempting
to generate force forward, and when he is attempting to generate
that force, he often gets pushed into the exact spot the offensive
line wants him in. He isn’t the strongest IDL prospect in the class
(he may be one of the weakest, to be honest, which is probably
why he didn’t bench at his pro day), and that can certainly limit
his effectiveness, especially at the NFL level. If he’s able to
become more functionally strong, work on his technique and
counters, he should be a starter. That should come fairly quickly,
too.

ETATS OIHO

4LDI

Interior defensive line
Age:

22
Height:

6'2
296

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 90.3

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PRP:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

Run Stop%:

Class: 2018 Pos. 3
247Sports Composite:
0.9721

4.97s
32"
9'9"
7.20s
40 reps

Strengths:
Consistently in the backfield
Incredibly strong
One of the better run stuffing DTs in the draft

7.2
10.1%

College Stats:
Freshman:

121 snaps, 0 sacks, 7 tackles

Sophomore:

247 snaps, 0 sacks, 13 tackles

Junior:

291 snaps, 2 sacks, 17 tackles

Weaknesses:

Wins with power, but needs more juice as a pass
rusher
Needs more refinement in his finishing

Summary:

Ceiling
Fletcher Cox

Round Grade:

Whew, buddy, is Tommy Togiai strong. His 40 reps on the bench
put him in the 98th-percentile at the position, and while that
resulted in mostly a really solid run stuffing production profile (it
did again in 2020), Togiai actually became a really effective pass
rusher in 2020. His ability to utilize that power to push linemen
backward had him in the backfield on virtually every play. Of
course, that hurt him sometimes; he opened up holes for
opposing running backs in doing this better than their own
offensive lines did at times. But Togiai profiles as a better pro
than student athlete, mostly because we haven’t seen the height
of his game yet. He’s a three-down IDL prospect that should
definitely see himself on the field on early down work at the very
least as a rookie.

HCET AL

5LDI

Interior defensive line
Age:

22
Height:

6'3
284

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 84.1

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Run Stop%:

Class: 2017 Pos. 127
247Sports Composite:
0.7817

4.62s
39"
10'1"
7.20s
34 reps

Strengths:
Incredibly fast
Strong hands
As athletic as they come

Ceiling
Cam Heyward

Round Grade:

PRP:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

7.7
8.7%

College Stats:
Freshman:

15 snaps, 0 sacks, 0 tackles

Sophomore:

760 snaps, 7 sacks, 38 tackles

Junior:

493 snaps, 6 sacks, 31 tackles

Weaknesses:

Still learning the position
Not very instinctual from the inside yet

Summary:
There aren’t many prospects (actually, any prospects in this
class) as athletic as Milton Williams. His 4.62-second forty time
ranks in the 98th-percentile among interior defensive linemen.
He’s a hybrid player though; he wasn’t bendy enough to win as a
5T, so Louisiana Tech shifted him inside to 3T at times. That
allowed for him to utilize his athleticism more effectively. His
hands are strong and he’s able to generate a ton of upward force.
He has a good amount of length, as well, and while he’s still
learning how to win as an interior defensive lineman, he profiles
as one of the highest steal potential players in the draft. He’ll
probably be drafted on day two, but if he reaches his ceiling, no
matter what that’s a steal.

ALCU

6LDI

Interior defensive line
Age:

22
Height:

6'2
282

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 80.0

Run Stop%:

Class: 2016 Pos. 43
247Sports Composite:
0.8665

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

DNP
32"
10'0"
7.58s
25 reps

Strengths:
Penetrates really well
Understands how to utilize his hands; has some
pass rushing moves in his repertoire

Ceiling
Ed Oliver

Round Grade:

PRP:

Recruiting Profile:

6.2
7.4%

College Stats:
Freshman:

257 snaps, 1 sack, 11 tackles

Sophomore:

391 snaps, 3 sacks, 21 tackles

Junior:

631 snaps, 5 sacks, 29 tackles

Senior:

450 snaps, 5 sacks, 21 tackles

Weaknesses:

Undersized; probably a hybrid 3T/5T
Not incredibly strong

Summary:
Osa is an undersized 3T that probably profiles as a hybrid 3T/5T
in an even front or just a down 5T in an odd front. His hand
placement is impressive, as he’s constantly able to move
offensive linemen despite his smaller stature. He’s not the
strongest player on the field at any given time, and that’s what
makes his draft projection sort of difficult. He may not be strong
enough to move NFL guards, but he’s certainly not fast enough to
beat NFL tackles. If he’s able to turn some of his technique into
strength, he’s going to be an impact player. We’ll see if that
happens or if he becomes a depth piece, but either way, we think
Osa has the ability to be a good NFL player.

ETATS CN

7LDI

Interior defensive line
Age:

22
Height:

6'1
317

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 80.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Run Stop%:

Class: 2018 Pos. 18
247Sports Composite:
0.9234

4.94s
31"
9'10"
7.71s
27 reps

Strengths:
Powerful; consistently in the backfield
High motor player
Space eater

Ceiling
Brandon Williams

Round Grade:

PRP:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starting Potential

2.4
5.9%

College Stats:
Freshman:

410 snaps, 3 sacks, 17 tackles

Sophomore:

470 snaps, 7 sacks, 18 tackles

Junior:

488 snaps, 0 sacks, 17 tackles

Weaknesses:

Still learning how to play the position
Needs to get better in his pass rush technique

Summary:
Alim is probably the best true 1T in this class. He’s a thicc boi
that has a ton of sneaky athleticism baked into his profile, as
well. He’s a powerful interior defensive lineman, consistently
moving centers backward. He also profiles as a really good space
eating IDL, as he plays with more length that he truly has. His
technique is questionable, but his unique stance allows for him to
quickly generate power from a high leverage position. Low man
wins, and Alim is constantly low when he’s penetrating. He still
has work to do; he’s learning how to play the position, as he’s a
former running back, but he certainly has shown that the sky is
the limit for him. We hope he hits the sky.

CSU

8LDI

Interior Defensive Line
Age:

21
Height:

6'2
305

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 76.5

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PRP:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Backup/Depth

Run Stop%:

Class: 2017 Pos. 3
247Sports Composite:
0.9817

4.97s
30"
8'9"
7.77s
30 reps

Strengths:
Strong hands
Quick and high motor

4.5

6.8%

College Stats:
Freshman:

508 snaps, 3 sacks, 12 tackles

Sophomore:

672 snaps, 5 sacks, 32 tackles

Junior:

DNP

Weaknesses:

Doesn't offer a ton in run support yet
Relies on his motor rather than his own toolbox

Summary:

Ceiling
Javon Hargrave

Round Grade:

Jay Tufele is one of the stronger, quicker IDL prospects in
this draft class. He has a solid and consistent mix of speed
and power, and his closing speed when finishing after
shaking offensive linemen is impressive. His ability to win on
power moves and his motor is great, but he certainly doesn’t
translate that into solid run defense. His hands are
incredibly strong, and while he doesn’t really offer much
with actual moves, his ability to knock offensive linemen off
balance early and often should see him in a pass rushing 3T
role early on in his career. It remains to be seen if he can
develop as a run stopper and carve out a larger role for
himself.

HGRUBSTTIP

9LDI

Interior defensive line
Age:

21
Height:

6'1
301

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 73.4

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PRP:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Backup/Depth

Run Stop%:

Class: 2017 Pos. 46
247Sports Composite:
0.8616

5.51s
33"
8'8"
8.00s
40 reps

Strengths:
Incredibly powerful
Really good in a straight line

5.6
6.2%

College Stats:
Freshman:

313 snaps, 1 sack, 11 tackles

Sophomore:

730 snaps, 11 sacks, 27 tackles

Junior:

DNP

Weaknesses:

Can get moved off of his spot despite his power
Not very laterally agile

Summary:
You want strength? Jaylen Twyman has got you. His 40 reps
matched Tommy Togiai’s number, and while Jaylen Twyman
offers much less in terms of run support, his ability to generate
force can be fairly disruptive. If he’s moving in a straight line
upfield, he’s solid. If he has to change directions or really run
much at all, he will find himself in trouble. He doesn’t have much
lateral agility and that can cause him to get moved off his spots,
despite the incredibly powerful hands as a pass rusher. He
profiles as a depth piece early on in his career, and draft capital
will certainly dictate what type of role he lands.

Ceiling
Justin Madubuike

Round Grade:

CSU

01LDI

Interior Defensive Line
Age:

21
Height:

6'2
308

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 71.6

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PRP:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Backup/Depth

Run Stop%:

Class: 2017 Pos. 5
247Sports Composite:
0.9720

DNP
31"
8'7"
7.57s
30 reps

Strengths:
Solid player in both pass rush and run support
Functionally strong

6.0

5.3%

College Stats:
Freshman:

36 snaps, 0 sacks, 1 tackle

Sophomore:

476 snaps, 4 sacks, 17 tackles

Junior:

513 snaps, 3 sacks, 27 tackles

Senior:

311 snaps, 3 sacks, 12 tackles

Weaknesses:

Probably won't be much more than depth
Isn't great at any single thing

Summary:

Ceiling
Antwaun Woods

Round Grade:

There’s not one thing that Marlon Tuipulotu does incredibly
well. The reason he’s here is because he does a lot of things
fairly well, though. He’s a solid player in both pass rush and
run support. He is functionally strong. He actually measured
as a better athlete than his former teammate, Jay Tufele.
That showed on film, at times. His ability to generate power
certainly helped Tufele, as well, though we think they helped
each other. He is best suited in the same role as Tufele, only
we think his ceiling is slightly lower.

AIGROEG

1EGDE

EDGE Rusher
Age:

20
Height:

6'2
249

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 99.4

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TFL:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

PRP:

Class: 2018 Pos. 10
247Sports Composite:
0.9391

4.60s
DNP
10'7"
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Nose for the football; a turnover machine
Outside moves are impressive
Fast and twitchy

11.5
12.9

College Stats:
Freshman:

37 snaps, 0 sacks, 4 tackles

Freshman:

488 snaps, 6 sacks, 17 tackles

Sophomore:

375 snaps, 9 sacks, 18 tackles

Weaknesses:

Doesn't offer a ton in run support
Not a ton of power; relies on speed

Summary:

Ceiling
Yannick Ngakoue

Round Grade:

Azeez Ojulari is your prototypical speed rushing EDGE
prospect. He doesn’t offer a great deal in run support. There
are times he shows a lack of necessary strength. And those
things play into why we have a 2nd round grade on our top
EDGE prospect. However, his swim move, innate turnovercreating ability, and overall speed outweigh the bad for
Azeez. His ability to win outside when everyone knows he’s
trying to go outside is remarkable, and his speed allows him
to do just that. He profiles as an earlier career Yannick
Ngakoue, in our opinion, and there’s nowhere to go but up in
run support. He’s a pass rushing specialist that should see
quite a few early career highlight plays.

IMAIM

2EGDE

EDGE RUSHER
Age:

21
Height:

6'5
260

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 98.4

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TFL:

Recruiting Profile:
PRP:

Class: 2017 Pos. 1
247Sports Composite:
0.9989

4.56s
36"
10'5"
7.01s
21 reps

Strengths:
A loaded toolbox
Athletic
Bendy

15.5
9.6

College Stats:
Freshman:

261 snaps, 4 sacks, 15 tackles

Sophomore:

159 snaps, 1 sack, 11 tackles

Junior:

DNP

Senior:

542 snaps, 9 sacks, 27 tackles

Weaknesses:

Injury history

Summary:

Ceiling
Jadeveon Clowney

Round Grade:

Without injury history, Jaelan Phillips would quite easily be
our top-ranked EDGE prospect. His ability to win in multiple
ways is impressive. He’s a hand technician, allowing him to
provide a great deal in run support to go along with his
freaky athleticism and thus, crazy bend. Phillips’ UCLA
career is worrisome, and the fact that he retired from
football is certainly not insignificant, but with the premium
on the position, we’d probably take a shot on Phillips in the
first round. He has the best blend of size, speed, and
athleticism, to go along with his crazy amount of skill. If he
can stay healthy, he’ll be the best EDGE in this class. Big if,
but we’re keeping our fingers crossed.

NAGIHCIM

3EGDE

EDGE RUSHER
Age:

22
Height:

6'2
261

Weight:

weighted Grade: 95.7

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TFL:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

PRP:

Class: 2017 Pos. 29
247Sports Composite:
0.8696

4.54s
35.5"
9'10"
DNP
36 reps

Strengths:
Athletic
Strong
Strong hands

12.5
9.6

College Stats:
Freshman:

50 snaps, 2 sacks, 1 tackle

Sophomore:

380 snaps, 2 sacks, 21 tackles

Junior:

638 snaps, 5 sacks, 32 tackles

Senior:

258 snaps, 2 sacks, 14 tackles

Weaknesses:

Raw
Struggles to win on the outside

Summary:

Ceiling
Trey Flowers

Round Grade:

Kwity Paye’s athleticism has pushed him to the top of some
EDGE lists, and while we don’t think that’s crazy, that’s
clearly not how we see it. He has powerful hands and an
explosive get-off that allow him to be successful, mostly
with his inside counter and in run support. Despite being
loaded with traits, Kwity has yet to put it together, totaling
just 11 sacks across his four years at Michigan. His Pass
Rush Productivity clip is solid, though, and we think that
Kwity Paye will be a really good starter in the NFL if he
develops a few more pass rushing moves and continues his
upward trend.

IMAIM

4EGDE

EDGE RUSHER
Age:

20
Height:

6'7
266

Weight:

weighted Grade: 95.4

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PRP:

Class: 2018 Pos. 27
247Sports Composite:
0.8804

4.71s
30"
9'7"
7.50s
21 reps

Strengths:
Versatile
Long
High motor

19.5

TFL:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

11.2

College Stats:
Freshman:

17 snaps, 0 sacks, 3 tackles

Freshman:

529 snaps, 16 sacks, 31 tackles

Sophomore:

DNP

Weaknesses:

Raw
Awareness is bad

Summary:

Ceiling
Cameron Jordan

Round Grade:

There isn’t a more versatile even front EDGE rusher in this draft.
Rousseau spent time at both EDGE and IDL the last we saw him
play, and while he doesn’t really have a ton of athleticism to allow
for him to be ultra effective, he has a ton of length that makes up
for it. His length plus his motor means that a team will certainly
take a shot on him earlier than we expect them to. His rawness is
certainly concerning when you factor in that he hasn’t been able
to get on a football field since 2019. He has one full year of
production at Miami, and while that could mean he still has a ton
of room to grow, we’re sure that teams would prefer to have a
more finished product if they’re spending high capital on him.
Traits alone should get him drafted before the end of day two, and
we think that’s the sweet spot for him.

SAXET

5EGDE

EDGE RUsher
Age:

21
Height:

6'4
255

Weight:

weighted Grade: 93.9

Pr
oD
ay

TFL:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

PRP:

Class: 2018 Pos. 11
247Sports Composite:
0.9257

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Freakily athletic
Explosive
Versatile

4.65s
41.5"
10'11"
7.35s
19 reps

16.0
6.7

College Stats:
Freshman:

119 snaps, 1 sack, 8 tackles

Sophomore:

834 snaps, 3 sacks, 60 tackles

Junior:

588 snaps, 7 sacks, 36 tackles

Weaknesses:

Not incredibly strong
Not the most aware

Summary:

Ceiling
TJ Watt

Round Grade:

Athletic freak. The two best words to describe Joseph Ossai; you
know, the guy who jumped over 40” and ran a 4.65? Yeah, that
guy. Ossai put some nice plays on film in 2020, as well, totaling 7
sacks and ultimately showing quite a bit of bend as a pass rusher.
He’s not overly strong for the position, but his best fit is certainly
in a Matthew Judon type of role; a 3-4 EDGE that can sometimes
drop back into coverage if he’s in a shallow zone or manning up a
tight end. He’s versatile in different ways than Rousseau, simply
because there’s a real chance Ossai could slide in and play Mike
linebacker, too. Ossai is still oozing with potential, and that
pushes him up to his rightful spot on our board.

AMOHALKO

6EGDE

EDGE Rusher
Age:

21
Height:

6'3
251

Weight:

weighted Grade: 93.8

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TFL:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

PRP:

Class: 2018 Pos. 5
247Sports Composite:
0.9666

4.74s
32"
9'7"
DNP
25 reps

Strengths:
Explosive
Good hands

10.5
10.3

College Stats:
Freshman:

521 snaps, 6 sacks, 19 tackles

Sophomore:

562 snaps, 5 sacks, 28 tackles

Junior:

262 snaps, 3 sacks, 17 tackles

Weaknesses:

Not very bendy
Wins with one move: bull rush

Summary:

Ceiling
Haason Reddick

Round Grade:

Ronnie Perkins isn’t the bendiest player in this class. He
doesn’t possess the greatest repertoire of moves. What he
does really well is in his bull rush. He displays some inside
counters that allow him to be effective in the running game,
as well, and while he certainly could stand to win in more
ways than one, he’s a player that could easily come in and be
a day one starter at the EDGE position because of his high
football IQ and ability to set the edge. He’s a guy that can
play as a standing EDGE or get his hand in the dirt (though
he’s probably most effectively used in the former) and his
versatility and overall solid set of skills should make him a
highly-drafted prospect.

NOTSUOH

7EGDE

EDGE Rusher
Age:

21
Height:

6'6
268

Weight:

weighted Grade: 91.6

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PRP:

Class: 2017 Pos. 117
247Sports Composite:
0.7850

DNP
36"
DNP
6.70s
23 reps

Strengths:
Athletic
Good hands

10.5

TFL:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

8.4

College Stats:
Freshman:

243 snaps, 1 sack, 8 tackles

Sophomore:

643 snaps, 0 sacks, 30 tackles

Junior:

559 snaps, 4 sacks, 22 tackles

Senior:

201 snaps, 5 sacks, 13 tackles

Weaknesses:

Not the most explosive with his first step
Not the most bendy

Summary:

Ceiling
Preston Smith

Round Grade:

Payton Turner is another guy that can win as a stand up edge
rusher, and he’s one that teams are falling in love with. His mix of
size and speed, combined with his lethal hands is certainly
intriguing, despite the fact that he doesn’t have great
explosiveness on his get-off. He’s not the bendiest player in this
class, but he does have fairly good balance for a guy that will
always struggle to create leverage from a lower point (he’s 6’6; no
one 6’6 can get low enough to generate upward leverage). His 3cone drill is in the 99th-percentile for the EDGE position and his
change of direction can be seen on film, as well. Overall, he’s a
good player that may be drafted even higher than where we have
him.

TSEROF EKAW

8EGDE

EDGE RUSHER
Age:

23
Height:

6'3
274

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 90.6

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TFL:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster
Roster
Grade:
Grade:
Quality
NFLNFL
Starter
Starter

PRP:

Class: 2016 Pos. 97
247Sports Composite:
0.8161

4.64s
34"
10'2"
7.13s
20 reps

Strengths:
High motor
Understands leverage and power generation

18.0

7.6

College Stats:
Freshman:

385 snaps, 2 sacks, 20 tackles

Sophomore:

750 snaps, 7 sacks, 40 tackles

Junior:

757 snaps, 11 sacks, 30 tackles

Senior:

402 snaps, 5 sacks, 19 tackles

Weaknesses:

Not overly bendy
Tons of production came from hustle plays

Summary:

Ceiling
Olivier Vernon

Round Grade:

Boogie Basham (also known as Carlos Basham Jr.) is a player
that is becoming forgotten in what is a deep EDGE class. His
production profile speaks for itself, totaling 23 sacks across
his four years at Wake Forest. He is very sneakily a good
athlete, and his motor allows for him to finish some of his
penetrations. He’s not loaded with a massive toolbox, and
he’s certainly not the bendiest player you’ll find, but he’s a
player who understands leverage and how to play the run.
He’s another guy that can slot in day one and become a
high-impact starter in the NFL.

NOTGNIHSAW

9EGDE

EDGE RUSHER
Age:

21
Height:

6'5
259

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 89.1

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Strong and explosive
Good in run support; versatile

PRP:

Class: 2017 Pos. 33
247Sports Composite:
0.8525

4.64s
35"
9'10"
7.18s
22 reps

12.5

TFL:

Recruiting Profile:

8.7

College Stats:
Freshman:

238 snaps, 2 sacks, 12 tackles

Sophomore:

613 snaps, 9 sacks, 23 tackles

Junior:

DNP

Weaknesses:

Not the fastest
Doesn't have a ton in his toolbox yet

Summary:

Ceiling
Ziggy Ansah

Round Grade:

Joe Tryon is oozing athleticism, and that athleticism
translates into bend. That bend is evident on film. Where
Tryon’s evaluation becomes hard is how he was utilized. He
is able to slide into coverage, and he does so fairly
effectively. He isn’t the fastest player in terms of play speed,
and he doesn’t have a ton of pass rushing moves that will
allow for his athleticism and bend to translate perfectly.
What he does have his versatility, functional strength, and
explosiveness. Tryon has gotten some first round buzz, and
while we don’t view him that highly, it’s easy to see why
some NFL teams may.

ETATS NNEP

01EGDE

EDGE Rusher
Age:

22
Height:

6'5
257

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 84.1

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

PRP:

Class: 2018 Pos. 4
247Sports Composite:
0.9617

4.39s
40"
11'2"
6.84s
21 reps

Strengths:
Athletically gifted
Bendy with a great motor

6.5

TFL:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

6.1

College Stats:
Freshman:

65 snaps, 2 sacks, 1 tackle

Sophomore:

332 snaps, 5 sacks, 10 tackles

Sophomore:

347 snaps, 0 sacks, 28 tackles

Weaknesses:

Not functionally strong
Lack of production is odd

Summary:

Ceiling
Montez Sweat

Round Grade:

The athlete to end all athletes (okay, not really, but he’s
insane). Jayson Oweh has one of the more interesting
profiles in recent memory, partially because he’s more
athletic than most EDGE prospects that we’ve ever seen.
That athleticism didn’t translate to production, though, and
while it’s easy to say that an NFL team will get more out of
him, it’s also just as easy to say that he could just be all
traits, no skill. He displays a ton of bend which should have
resulted in some sacks. He’s good in run support, and he can
win fairly easily on outside rushes because of that. However,
his toolbox is fairly empty right now, and he’s more a
projection than a finished product.

ETATS NNEP

1BL

Linebacker
Age:

21
Height:

6'3
246

Weight:
Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 103.5

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Athleticism (+++)
Change of direction and range
Tackling

TKL EFF:

Recruiting Profile:
S/REC:

Class: 2018 Pos. 2
247Sports Composite:
0.9982

4.39s
34"
10'6"
6.94s
19 reps

18.5

11.1

College Stats:
Freshman:

494 snaps, 61 tackles, 0 INT

Sophomore:

731 snaps, 77 tackles, 0 INT

Junior:

DNP

Weaknesses:

Coverage

Summary:

Ceiling
Devin White

Round Grade:

Micah Parsons is one of the more athletic linebacker prospects in
the last few years, and intriguingly, you can see where he has
room to grow based on his workout numbers. His speed and
overall change of direction contribute to some crazy range. His
lack of strength contributes to his inability to consistently shed
blocks, though it doesn’t matter too much with Micah. Much of the
concern with him comes in coverage, where he constantly displays
a lack of football IQ. He fails to even get out into the flat when a
running back is swinging there to catch a little dump off. He
displays great blitzing ability, though, and he’s one of - if not the best tacklers in this class. He’s probably a top 15 pick when you
remove all maturity/legal speculation.

ASLUT

2BL

Linebacker
Age:

21
Height:

6'4
260

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 98.7

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TKL EFF:

Recruiting Profile:
S/REC:

Class: 2017 Pos. 148
247Sports Composite:
0.7991

4.67s
35"
10'2"
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Versatile and athletic
Instincts
Size

7.5

16.8

College Stats:
Freshman:

747 snaps, 57 tackles, 1 INT

Sophomore:

831 snaps, 72 tackles, 0 INT

Junior:

464 snaps, 41 tackles, 4 INT

Weaknesses:

Tackling
Block shedding

Summary:
Zaven Collins is a mammoth of a man. He moves incredibly well
for a guy his size, provides tons of versatility, and truly became
one of the best linebackers in the nation last year. He’s an
instinctual player, constantly shooting gaps and blowing up plays.
He also displays a ton of ability to cover in both man and zone
situations, and he has some nice ball skills for such a large
linebacker. He will need to be more consistent in his tackling as
he takes the step to the next level, and he’s probably best
utilized as a Sam or Will to start, but Zaven’s ability is certainly
translatable and he should be an instant impact type of player.

Ceiling
Leighton Vander Esch

Round Grade:

ETATS OIHO

3BL

Linebacker
Age:

22
Height:

6'4
245

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 98.6

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Tackling and block shedding
Blitz ability
Athleticism

Ceiling
Myles Jack

Round Grade:

TKL EFF:

Recruiting Profile:
S/REC:

Class: 2017 Pos. 1
247Sports Composite:
0.9940

4.51s
40"
10'10"
6.78s
23 reps

10.7

11.4

College Stats:
Freshman:

94 snaps, 10 tackles, 0 INT

Sophomore:

292 snaps, 18 tackles, 0 INT

Junior:

368 snaps, 31 tackles, 0 INT

Senior:

356 snaps, 25 tackles, 0 INT

Weaknesses:

Instincts
Field vision

Summary:
Baron Browning had quite the up and down career at Ohio State.
After being thrust into a primarily Mike role his first couple of
years (despite being an OLB recruit), Browning moved to his
natural outside position, and he really thrived as the season wore
on. Browning is a former 5-star recruit, and a ton of that showed
on film in 2020. His ability to rush the passer mixed with his
sneaky ability to stick in coverage was incredibly impressive, and
he’s as athletic as they come. His change of direction is great,
and while he’s still adapting to that outside linebacker role (and
thus, learning how to play more instinctually), his best football is
certainly ahead of him. He’s somewhat of a chess piece, as his
best football comes when he’s able to factor into run support, as
well as rush the passer. Overall, Browning should be a day one
starter and we wouldn’t be shocked if day one is where he came
off the board in the 2021 NFL Draft.

EMAD ERTON

4BL

Linebacker
Age:

21
Height:

6'2
216

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 98.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TKL EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

S/REC:

Class: 2017 Pos. 31
247Sports Composite:
0.8721

DNP
37"
10'4"
6.80s
DNP

Strengths:
Coverage ability (+++)
Hit power
Athleticism

6.6

14.9

College Stats:
Freshman:

DNP

Sophomore:

DNP

Junior:

683 snaps, 57 tackles, 0 INT

Senior:

647 snaps, 47 tackles, 1 INT

Weaknesses:

Tackling
Instincts

Summary:

Ceiling
Isaiah Simmons

Round Grade:

Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah is one hell of a football player. His
ability to just annihilate guys when he’s tackling them makes him
one of the most fun guys in this class to watch. His all-over-thefield nature certainly makes him one of the more unique chess
pieces, as well. He lined up in the slot as much as he did
linebacker, and he has a crazy ability to stick to tight ends and
slot wide receivers. He’s very reminiscent of Isaiah Simmons from
last year, and while Simmons was probably better in coverage,
Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah is more of a thumper. He certainly will
need to get better in wrapping up players, because he constantly
goes for the big hit, but his ability to play all over the field is
going to move him up some draft boards.

YKCUTNEK

5BL

Linebacker
Age:

21
Height:

6'4
234

Weight:

weighted Grade: 96.0

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

S/REC:

Class: 2017 Pos. 60
247Sports Composite:
0.8472

4.37s
42"
11'0"
DNP
21 reps

Strengths:
Incredibly fast
Tackling
Athleticism

Ceiling
Darius Leonard

Round Grade:

TKL EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

14.3

9.4

College Stats:
Freshman:

31 snaps, 6 tackles, 1 INT

Sophomore:

214 snaps, 18 tackles, 1 INT

Junior:

592 snaps, 75 tackles, 3 INT

Weaknesses:

Gap discipline
Instincts

Summary:
Jamin Davis is one of our favorite linebackers in this class, even
if he may not be the best. He’s drawn multiple comparisons to
Darius Leonard, and his athletic profile is actually better. He’s a
backer that thrives when he can drop into coverage and he’s as
downhill a linebacker as they come. He has incredible speed and
will finish virtually every tackle he attempts. He is still learning
the nuances of the position, but most see him as a guy who has
his best football ahead of him (and that’s pretty scary). Jamin
Davis will be all over the field, and he has some positional
versatility that will push him up draft boards, as well. If your
favorite team drafts him, you will get a probable 10-year starter
with incredible upside.

USL

6BL

Linebacker
Age:

22
Height:

6'3
232

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 91.7

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

S/REC:

Class: 2016 Pos. 77
247Sports Composite:
0.7667

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Speed (++)
Coverage ability
Athleticism

Ceiling
Darius Leonard

Round Grade:

TKL EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

7.5

13.1

College Stats:
Freshman:

37 snaps, 3 tackles, 0 INT

Sophomore:

796 snaps, 73 tackles, 4 INT

Junior:

815 snaps, 76 tackles, 1 INT

Senior:

681 snaps, 47 tackles, 3 INT

Weaknesses:

Inconsistent tackler
Play recognition is lesser than those above him

Summary:
Back-to-back Darius Leonard comparisons, huh? Yeah, we’re not
even sorry. Jabril Cox and Jamin Davis are incredibly similar
players who took different paths to get to the draft. Coverage?
Check. Athleticism? Check. Nuance? Not really a check. Jabril
certainly lacks in play recognition, and while he’s actually pretty
good in staying true to the gaps he’s responsible for, he’s not a
great tackler. He’s a guy that will chase you down and if he can
line a ball carrier up, he can make the tackle. If he has to lunge
and make a tackle from an odd angle, he’s missing more often
than not. If he can get better in pulling guys down, he certainly
has the range and coverage ability to be an instant impact
linebacker at the next level.

IRUOSSIM

7BL

LINEBACKER
Age:

21
Height:

5'11
237

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 88.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TKL EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

S/REC:

Class: 2018 Pos. 39
247Sports Composite:
0.8484

4.59s
32"
9'7"
7.40s
24 reps

Strengths:
Good tackler
Gap discipline
Play recognition

8.4

12.1

College Stats:
Freshman:

101 snaps, 12 tackles, 0 INT

Sophomore:

747 snaps, 82 tackles, 2 INT

Junior:

584 snaps, 71 tackles, 0 INT

Weaknesses:

Coverage ability
Instincts

Summary:

Ceiling
Danny Trevathan

Round Grade:

Nick Bolton is the anti-Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah, to be
quite honest. He won’t be utilized effectively in coverage.
He’s a downhill player that consistently wraps up when he’s
tackling, making him one of the better tacklers in the class.
He’s a smart player that can sniff out plays before they even
happen, making him one of the highest upside Mike
linebackers in this class. If he’s utilized in a shallow zone
capacity in coverage and allowed to just run stuff and blitz,
he’ll be effective. He’s a strong player with some limited
athleticism, and that’s why he comes in as a round 3 player
for us. If he’s able to develop in even zone coverage, he’ll end
up being better than even we predict.

ETATS OIHO

8BL

Linebacker
Age:

22
Height:

6'3
238

Weight:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

weighted Grade: 86.4

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Good tackler
Run support
Athleticism

S/REC:

Class: 2017 Pos. 14
247Sports Composite:
0.8994

4,52s
40"
10'2"
6.95s
DNP

7.1

12.1

College Stats:
Freshman:

37 snaps, 2 tackles, 0 INT

Sophomore:

837 snaps, 40 tackles, 0 INT

Junior:

590 snaps, 53 tackles, 0 INT

Senior:

494 snaps, 40 tackles, 0 INT

Weaknesses:

Range
Change of direction

Summary:

Ceiling
Sean Lee

Round Grade:

TKL EFF:

Recruiting Profile:

Some argue that Werner is a better player than Baron Browning.
We definitely do not see it that way, but Werner is a good player
in his own right. He’s a really good run supporting outside
linebacker, probably best utilized in an odd front. He has really
good gap discipline and his ability to shed blocks is impressive.
He was utilized in an interesting role, playing in coverage a lot
more than Browning initially before their roles flipped. He’s good
in coverage, but he’s a little limited, as well. He’s a really good
athlete, but his range wasn’t always apparent on film. If he can
mostly work within the box, he can be a really effective
linebacker at the next level.

AMABALA

9BL

Linebacker
Age:

22
Height:

6'3
235

Weight:

weighted Grade: 83.0

Pr
oD
ay

TKL EFF: 10.6

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

S/REC:

Class: 2017 Pos. 2
247Sports Composite:
0.9922

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Football IQ (++)
Athletic when healthy

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

15.1

College Stats:
Freshman:

188 snaps, 20 tackles, 1 INT

Sophomore:

732 snaps, 63 tackles, 0 INT

Junior:

DNP

Senior:

836 snaps, 60 tackles, 1 INT

Weaknesses:

Coverage ability
Injury

Summary:

Ceiling
Jon Bostic

Round Grade:

Dylan Moses is a player that certainly should have declared after
he was injured in 2019. His torn apart knee was evident on film,
and he’s been open about the fact that he started to feel pain
throughout the year. He was really only himself in the first game,
and while that’s concerning as all hell, it’s also an indication that
the bad tape in 2020 was more injury-related than not. His ability
to play downhill is still there. His range is certainly questionable,
and his ability in coverage is a massive question mark, because it
wasn’t something that he was good at pre-injury. If Moses gets
back to his original form, he can be an absolute steal in this draft.
If he doesn’t, then this ranking of him is far too high, because
what he put on film in 2020 is a late day 3 player. We hope that
the former is the outcome.

ANILORAC HTRON

01BL

Linebacker
Age:

24
Height:

6'2
229

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

weighted Grade: 80.5

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Fast (+)
Good tackler

TKL EFF: 8.9

Recruiting Profile:
S/REC:

Class: 2016 Pos. 11
247Sports Composite:
0.8777

4.58s
31"
DNP
7.02s
25 reps

11.3

College Stats:
Freshman:

DNP

Sophomore:

DNP

Junior:

744 snaps, 80 tackles, 1 INT

Senior:

732 snaps, 67 tackles, 1 INT

Weaknesses:

Play recognition
Instincts

Summary:

Ceiling
Telvin Smith

Round Grade:

Chazz Surratt is new to the linebacker position. This is important
to know when evaluating him. He’s a former quarterback, and an
athletic one, at that. His play speed is apparent, and when Chazz is
able to get downhill, he’s a really good tackler. Where he’s lacking
is in his play recognition and instincts; but again, he’s very new to
the position. He sometimes gets caught in no man’s land because
he wasn’t able to quickly and effectively diagnose what was in
front of him. He’s often left to make shoestring tackles because of
that. As he continues to develop, he’s going to be able to beat
players to those spots and become a more instinctive player,
which will do him wonders. Chazz is a good player that certainly is
more of a project than most, but if he reaches his ceiling, he could
be a 10-year starter in the league.

AMABALA

1BC

Cornerback
Age:

20
Height:

6'2
208

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 110.5

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TKL EFF:

Class: 2018 Pos. 1
247Sports Composite:
0.9973

4.42s
39"
10'11"
DNP
18 reps

Strengths:
Frame and speed profile him as a prototype CB1
Makes the game look easy
Great ball skills

25.0

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: All-Pro

18.0

College Stats:
Freshman:

7 PBU, 1 INT, 42 tackles

Sophomore:

5 PBU, 2 INT, 41 tackles

Junior:

9 PBU, 1 INT, 28 tackles

Weaknesses:

He's too smooth
Play speed doesn't necessarily match his 40YD

Summary:

Ceiling
Byron Jones

Round Grade:

Patrick Surtain II is one of the best prospects in this entire
draft, let alone in this class. His ability to make everything
look so easy has people overthinking his ability. People
questioned his long speed, only for him to go out and run
low-4.4s. People question his ball skills, but might not
realize how little the ball is even thrown his way. He’s got
prototypical size and speed to be a dominant shutdown
corner. He’s versatile in that he can play press man or slide
into a Cover 3 scheme and succeed in both. He has great
technique. It’s tough to find a major flaw in his game, and
that’s because of how easy he makes the game look. He’s a
top ten overall player (maybe top 5), and should be drafted
as such.

ANILORAC HTUOS

2BC

Cornerback
Age:

21
Height:

6'1
205

Weight:

weighted Grade: 103.9

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TKL EFF:

Class: 2018 Pos. 22
247Sports Composite:
0.9188

4.39s
42"
11'0"
DNP
19 reps

Strengths:
Physical
Athletic
Full of burst

27.4

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

4.5

College Stats:
Freshman:

8 PBU, 0 INT, 36 tackles

Sophomore:

8 PBU, 0 INT, 32 tackles

Junior:

5 PBU, 2 INT, 12 tackles

Weaknesses:

Too physical with his hands

Summary:

Ceiling
Stephon Gilmore

Round Grade:

If you want a bully, island corner, you may have one in
Jaycee Horn. His physicality is matched by none in this class.
His athleticism is evident on tape, but even more evident
when he gets to work out without pads. His pro day put him
in at worst the 75th-percentile (and that was his height) in
everything he was measured/tested on. His development
from his first couple of years was evident, and while he isn’t
the only corner in this class with NFL pedigree, it’s certainly
quite apparent with him. Horn profiles as a potential All-Pro
with a little more development (and a little less physicality;
those hands will get him in trouble in the NFL).

HCET AINIGRIV

3BC

Cornerback
Age:

22
Height:

6'2
207

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 101.9

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TKL EFF:

Class: 2017 Pos. 27
247Sports Composite:
0.8781

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Physically gifted
Great ball skills
Click and close may be the best in the class

20.9

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

3.7

College Stats:
Freshman:

8 PBU, 2 INT, 34 tackles

Sophomore:

9 PBU, 4 INT, 19 tackles

Junior:

DNP

Weaknesses:

Technique is only okay
Injury history

Summary:

Ceiling
Patrick Peterson

Round Grade:

Farley, without injury history, would be at worst our CB2. His
athletic profile was set to shock the world (before Jaycee
Horn’s did), and his ball skills are incredibly unique. Farley’s
ability to click and close in zone is special, and his
understanding of the position is next to none (because he
was a receiver prior to transitioning to corner). His man
coverage technique is questionable, as he can sometimes
false step and put himself in tough positions. But he has the
ability to recover - or at least he did in college - so it’s more
of a non-issue than people would believe. If Farley doesn’t
have long-term injury concerns, he’s a top ten talent in this
class. He’s going to be a steal for a team on draft day.

NRETSEWHTRON

4BC

COrnerback
Age:

20
Height:

6'0
192

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 95.2

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TKL EFF:

Class: 2018 Pos. 62
247Sports Composite:
0.8667

4.37s
40"
10'3"
6.94s
18 reps

Strengths:
Sticky
Football IQ (+++)
Fast

17.7

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

5

College Stats:
Freshman:

3 PBU, 0 INT, 24 tackles

Sophomore:

5 PBU, 0 INT, 28 tackles

Junior:

7 PBU, 1 INT, 12 tackles

Weaknesses:

Injury history
False steps at times, putting him out of position

Summary:

Ceiling
Marshon Lattimore

Round Grade:

Greg Newsome II is incredibly sticky in coverage, and he
couples that with elite football IQ. His ability to read the
field when sitting back in zone is honestly as good as the top
three corners, if not better than a couple of them. His size
would lead us to believe he can be a CB1 for a team, though
injury concerns follow him, as well. If he’s able to stay
healthy, you have a fast, athletic corner that profiles as a
CB1, likely going to a team that will utilize him as a CB2
(because of the higher end guys in this class). You can’t beat
that.

ESUCARYS

5BC

Cornerback
Age:

21
Height:

6'2
205

Weight:

weighted Grade: 94.1

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TKL EFF:

Class: 2017 Pos. 120
247Sports Composite:
0.8209

4.48s
42"
11'2"
7.01s
16 reps

Strengths:
Athletic
Great tackler
Ceiling is high

12.8

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

7.7

College Stats:
Freshman:

5 PBU, 0 INT, 15 tackles

Sophomore:

8 PBU, 2 INT, 19 tackles

Junior:

7 PBU, 1 INT, 50 tackles

Weaknesses:

Raw
Technique is only okay

Summary:

Ceiling
Jimmy Smith

Round Grade:

Ifeatu Melifonwu is definitely a guy that possesses tons of
athleticism and traits, but hasn’t quite put it all together yet.
His technique in man isn’t great, and he doesn’t have elite
speed that allows for him to compensate for that. He has
solid speed, however, and his ability to play in Cover 3 will
make him attractive for teams that deploy that defense
consistently. Melifonwu is one of the more physical players
at the position, and it shows in his tackling. He’s able to
break up screens because of his ability to shed blocks and
get upfield quickly. There are rumblings that he could
transition to safety because of his great work in zone, but we
think he can be a high level corner in the right situation.

AIGROEG

6BC

Cornerback
Age:

21
Height:

6'0
194

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 92.6

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Technically sound
Fast

TKL EFF:

Class: 2017 Pos. 63
247Sports Composite:
0.8578

4.34s
38"
10'8"
DNP
DNP

17.6

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

12.5

College Stats:
Freshman:

6 PBU, 0 INT, 21 tackles

Sophomore:

7 PBU, 0 INT, 35 tackles

Junior:

2 PBU, 4 INT, 19 tackles

Weaknesses:

Not flashy
Ball skills are sometimes questionable

Summary:

Ceiling
Josh Norman

Round Grade:

Eric Stokes is a player that is largely being evaluated as if he
does a ton of things wrong, when in reality it’s closer to the
Patrick Surtain debacle; he’s just smooth. Stokes’ trail
technique is incredibly sound, and while he is going to get
burned by quarterbacks who can zip the ball at times,
there’s not much about Eric Stokes’ game to dislike. He has
a ton of physical traits that should translate well, and while
he’s probably best utilized as a CB2 for the majority of his
career, he can be one hell of a CB2 for a team, too. He’s a
player that could certainly hear his name called on day one
and we wouldn’t blink an eye, but we like him as a 2nd round
prospect.

ADIROLF LARTNEC

7BC

Cornerback
Age:

23
Height:

5'11
186

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 91.2

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

TKL EFF:

Class: 2016 Pos. 55
247Sports Composite:
0.8621

4.39s
37"
10'3"
6.89s
15 reps

Strengths:
Fast
Physical for his size

12.8

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

21

College Stats:
Freshman:

6 PBU, 0 INT, 21 tackles

Sophomore:

7 PBU, 0 INT, 35 tackles

Junior:

2 PBU, 4 INT, 19 tackles

Weaknesses:

Size
Tackling

Summary:

Ceiling
Desmond Trufant

Round Grade:

Aaron Robinson does a ton of things well. He’s a player that
can match up with a ton of slot receivers at the next level
thanks in part to his speed/physicality combination. He’s a
player that has good football IQ and offers good support in
the running game. He definitely needs to clean up his
tackling if he wants to be truly impactful at the next level,
but he profiles as one of the better slot corners in this class.
He likely will be condensed to the slot early on in his career,
but it wouldn’t be shocking to see him transition to the
outside in due time, either. He’s a day two guy for us.

ETATS ADIROLF

8BC

Cornerback
Age:

21
Height:

5'10
180

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 90.2

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Technique may be best in class
Great ball skills

TKL EFF:

Class: 2018 Pos. 9
247Sports Composite:
0.9702

4.41s
35"
10'4"
6.95s
12 reps

13.5

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

7.4

College Stats:
Freshman:

9 PBU, 0 INT, 18 tackles

Sophomore:

9 PBU, 1 INT, 49 tackles

Junior:

5 PBU, 3 INT, 31 tackles

Senior:

FILL

Weaknesses:

Size
Physicality

Summary:

Ceiling
Eric Wright

Round Grade:

The NFL pedigree oozes out of Asante Samuel Jr. There isn’t
a prospect with quicker footwork and hip movement in this
class, and like our friends over at The Crocker Report said
“he sure as hell better have good technique considering who
his dad is.” Asante Samuel Jr. also possesses really good ball
skills for a guy that is significantly smaller than most
outside corners. The most interesting part of his game is
that he’s an outside, CB2 type of player rather than a slot,
despite that size deficiency. He has the potential to become
one of the best corners in this class, simply based on his
skillset. He may not be a day one impact player, but he
certainly could be.

AIGROEG

9BC

Cornerback
Age:

21
Height:

6'1
193

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

weighted Grade: 87.4

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Good in press
Size

TKL EFF:

Class: 2018 Pos. 2
247Sports Composite:
0.9944

4.40s
DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP

11.6

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

18.5

College Stats:
Freshman:

1 PBU, 0 INT, 34 tackles

Sophomore:

3 PBU, 0 INT, 14 tackles

Junior:

5 PBU, 1 INT, 26 tackles

Weaknesses:

Ball skills
Zone coverage

Summary:

Ceiling
AJ Terrell

Round Grade:

Tyson Campbell is one of the better press man corners in
this class, and his mixture of size and speed isn’t something
that you can get everyday. Certainly, we think Eric Stokes is
the better of the two Georgia teammates, but Tyson profiles
as a player who could develop into a solid CB2 with a little
work. His ball skills need some work, and he lacks instincts
when he drops into zone coverage, but those are things that
can be fixed at the next level. He needs a better
understanding of how to utilize his size. He certainly will
thrive if he has the opportunity to be a rotational corner in
his first year and develop a tad more.

YKCUTNEK

01BC

Cornerback
Age:

20
Height:

5'11
197

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 81.5

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Fast
Coverage in deep third

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:
TKL EFF:

Class: 2018 Pos. 5
247Sports Composite:
0.9784

4.34s
35"
10'8"
DNP
DNP

13.6
30.0

College Stats:
Freshman:

279 snaps, 1 penalty

Sophomore:

843 snaps, 4 penalties

Junior:

842 snaps, 7 penalties

Senior:

698 snaps, 2 penalties

Weaknesses:

Inconsistent tackler
Press man coverage

Summary:
If speed kills, then Kelvin Joseph may be a murderer. The kid is
fast, and it shows on film. He’s incredibly athletic, understands
zone coverage incredibly well, and offers quite a bit in run
support, surprisingly. His best film comes in coverage in the deep
third of the field, and he has the ability to stick to guys if he
refines his technique. He’s more raw than some of the other
prospects (hence, his spot in our rankings), but if he continues to
develop, he has a higher ceiling than the guys immediately in
front of him.

Ceiling
Darius Slay

Round Grade:

UCT

1S

Safety
Age:

21
Height:

6'1
202

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 100.0

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

MISS%:

Class: 2018 Pos. 47
247Sports Composite:
0.8816

4.50s
33"
DNP
DNP
DNP

Strengths:
Versatile
Plays downhill
Really good ball skills

18.0

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: Quality NFL Starter

12.0

College Stats:
Freshman:

1 PBU, 1 INT, 11 tackles

Sophomore:

12 PBU, 4 INT, 50 tackles

Junior:

8 PBU, 2 INT, 36 tackles

Weaknesses:

Inconsistent tackler

Summary:

Ceiling
Jessie Bates III

Round Grade:

Trevon Moehrig is the only first-round caliber safety. His
ability to play in multiple schemes is incredibly valuable, and
while his best film is when he can play in coverage, he can
certainly make an impact in the box, as well. He has fluid
hips that allow him to be an effective man coverage player,
but he has instincts that allow him to be an effective zone
coverage guy. He’s a guy that could probably play a little bit
of single-high, though that’s not his ideal scheme. He has
really good ball skills, and while he could stand to become a
more consistent tackler, his ability to recognize plays and
play with instincts puts him in good positions constantly.
He’s a great player that will likely get selected in the first
round, and rightfully so.

ADIROLF LARTNEC

2S

Safety
Age:

23
Height:

5'11
197

Weight:

weighted Grade: 92.8

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

MISS%:

Class: 2016 Pos. 357
247Sports Composite:
0.7857

4.57s
35"
10'9"
6.78s
12 reps

Strengths:
Zone coverage
Range
Explosiveness

21.3

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter

7.7

College Stats:
Freshman:

4 PBU, 0 INT, 18 tackles

Sophomore:

4 PBU, 6 INT, 92 tackles

Junior:

6 PBU, 1 INT, 67 tackles

Senior:

5 PBU, 3 INT, 58 tackles

Weaknesses:

Man coverage
Sometimes can be neutralized in run support

Summary:

Ceiling
Reggie Nelson

Round Grade:

Richie Grant is a player that constantly has a nose for the
ball. His ability in zone coverage is some of the best in the
class, his tackling is up there, as well, and his ability to play
in multiple schemes certainly separates him from some
others in the class. He’s one of the better do-it-all safety
prospects in the 2021 class, and while he could stand to get
better in man coverage and in play recognition, he’s one of
our favorites. He has a good amount of range and burst,
despite what his workout metrics would suggest, and he
should be able to play as an in-the-box safety or in a zone
Cover 2 role fairly well. He has a nice production profile, and
he should be selected early day 2 of the NFL Draft.

IRUOSSIM

3S

Safety
Age:

21
Height:

5'11
207

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 89.7

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

MISS%:

Class: 2017 Pos. 144
247Sports Composite:
0.8087

4.38s
35.5"
9'9"
7.05s
15 reps

Strengths:
Range (++)
Can play single-high
Good tackler

38.1
15.4

College Stats:
Freshman:

1 PBU, 0 INT, 36 tackles

Sophomore:

5 PBU, 0 INT, 43 tackles

Junior:

4 PBU, 0 INT, 45 tackles

Weaknesses:

Man coverage
Ball skills

Summary:

Ceiling
Jonathan Abram

Round Grade:

As one of the more underrated players in this class, Tyree
Gillespie is a fun watch. His range is some of the best in the
class, and his film against Alabama is top tier. His ability to
come across the entire field and wrap up free runners is
special, and his ability to read the field in single-high isn’t
matched by many here. He’s not great in man coverage, but
he breaks on throws well before the QB releases the ball.
While he doesn’t have the best ball skills in the world, he can
often come over and make some type of play on the football.
He profiles similarly to Jonathan Abram in the fact that he’s
a good tackler, but offers a little more in terms of coverage.
He’s a player that is discussed as a day 3 player that we
view as a day 2 guy.

ETATS ADIROLF

4S

Safety
Age:

22
Height:

6'3
215

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 87.7

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

MISS%:

Class: 2017 Pos. 14
247Sports Composite:
0.9490

DNP
32"
DNP
7.05s
17 reps

Strengths:
Size
Hit power
When he gets downhill, he can be scary

21.5

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

10.0

College Stats:
Freshman:

3 PBU, 0 INT, 20 tackles

Sophomore:

2 PBU, 1 INT, 66 tackles

Junior:

1 PBU, 2 INT, 81 tackles

Senior:

0 PBU, 1 INT, 10 tackles

Weaknesses:

Ball skills
Coverage in general

Summary:

Ceiling
Keanu Neal

Round Grade:

Hamsah is an intriguing player. We have Keanu Neal as the
comp, but Hamsah can certainly become a better player
than Neal. He’s more of a wing linebacker that can function
in both coverage or in the box. He’s a hard hitter, and he has
unique size for a player of his skillset. His ball skills are
pretty bad and his ability in coverage isn’t great. He’s got
stiff hips in man coverage and sometimes catches himself
out of position in zone, but his ability to get downhill and hit
players is certainly valuable. His role at the next level and
his ceiling could make him a unicorn of sorts, but being
utilized in a role similar to Jeremy Chinn could be beneficial
to him.

ANAIDNI

5S

Safety
Age:

21
Height:

6'2
205

Weight:

weighted Grade: 87.4

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

MISS%:

Class: 2018 Pos. 100
247Sports Composite:
0.8477

4.58s
35"
10'2"
7.22s
17 reps

Strengths:
Instincts (++)
Zone coverage

22.5
22.3

College Stats:
Freshman:

1 PBU, 1 INT, 1 tackle

Sophomore:

1 PBU, 2 INT, 15 tackles

Junior:

4 PBU, 4 INT, 32 tackles

Weaknesses:

Athleticism
Inconsistent tackler

Summary:

Ceiling
John Johnson III

Round Grade:

Instincts, instincts, instincts. Jamar Johnson isn’t the
greatest athlete and he isn’t great at tackling, just yet. But
he is a very instinctual player that profiles really well as a
zone safety. He’s probably best suited as a third safety for a
team that can develop his ability in man coverage and as a
tacker. His ability to diagnose plays could certainly get him
on the field early on, though, and he has pretty good ball
skills that may allow for some earlier success than expected.
Johnson is what he is, and while he’s never going to be a
super hard hitting safety and he certainly won’t wow you
with his range, he’s a player that a lot of teams will certainly
covet.

UCT

6S

Safety
Age:

21
Height:

5'8
178

Weight:

weighted
weighted Grade:
Grade: 108.0
86.6

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

MISS%:

Class: 2018 Pos. 45
247Sports Composite:
0.8689

4.61s
37.5"
10'7"
7.06s
17 reps

Strengths:
Instinctual
Range
Ball skills

30.1

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

17.8

College Stats:
Freshman:

0 PBU, 0 INT, 1 tackle

Sophomore:

2 PBU, 5 INT, 42 tackles

Junior:

5 PBU, 0 INT, 33 tackles

Weaknesses:

Size
Lack of elite athleticism

Summary:

Ceiling
Tyrone Carter

Round Grade:

An undersized safety who runs slow and isn’t great at
changing direction being ranked inside our top ten? Yeah.
Ar’Darius Washington is not the best athlete, but he makes
up for it with incredible football IQ, instincts, and range. He
has good ball skills and is really good in coverage for his
size, as well. He isn’t a great athlete and he’s obviously one
of the smaller players to ever play at the position if he starts
at the next level, but his ceiling is that of a quality NFL
starter, and that’s valuable on day 2.

ESUCARYS

7S

Safety
Age:

21
Height:

6'0
209

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted Grade: 108.0
84.4

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

MISS%:

Class: 2018 Pos. 73
247Sports Composite:
0.8552

DNP
DNP
DNP
DNP
17 reps

Strengths:
He is everywhere you look on the field
Great ball skills

11.2

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

13.9

College Stats:
Freshman:

8 PBU, 7 INT, 54 tackles

Sophomore:

5 PBU, 5 INT, 55 tackles

Junior:

0 PBU, 1 INT, 8 tackles

Weaknesses:

Always out of position
Not overly great in coverage

Summary:

Ceiling
Taylor Rapp

Round Grade:

We’ve seen some Troy Polamalu comparisons for Andre
Cisco, and we get it. We really do. We don’t think that’s
where he will end up in his career, but he certainly has a
similar play style. He’s a turnover machine when he can play
within the confines of his defense, and while his play
recognition puts him in awful positions at times, he could be
an impact player at the next level. He will often bite on
simple mesh concepts and then be taken completely out of
the play, but when he’s able to recognize what’s happening,
he’s a strong in the box defender. He has really good ball
skills and is an effective zone player and has a physical play
style that should make him a good player at the next level,
assuming he can improve on his football IQ.

NOGERO

8S

Safety
Age:

21
Height:

6'0
207

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted
weighted Grade:
Grade: 108.0
83.9

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

MISS%:

Class: 2018 Pos. 13
247Sports Composite:
0.9324

4.46s
35.5"
10'6"
DNP
19 reps

Strengths:
Coverage ability (both man and zone)
Speed

11.6

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

8.9

College Stats:
Freshman:

6 PBU, 5 INT, 33 tackles

Sophomore:

5 PBU, 4 INT, 56 tackles

Weaknesses:

Tackling is bad
Range is only okay

Summary:

Ceiling
Eric Berry

Round Grade:

Jevon Holland is probably a slot corner that doesn’t possess
the hip fluidity to truly stay with slot wide receivers. He’s a
really good coverage player, and while his ability in both
man and zone is appealing, he has a lot of work to do if he
wants to become a quality starting safety in the league. His
tackling isn’t great, and for how fast he is, his range isn’t
always there. He profiles as a player that should be on the
field, though, due to his ability to make plays on the ball and
create turnovers. If he does that, while also getting better at
tackling and things that safeties need to do to be successful,
he will become quite the steal for a team.

CSU

9S

Safety
Age:

21
Height:

6'0
199

Weight:
Roster Grade: NFL Starter Potential

weighted
weighted Grade:
Grade: 108.0
80.9

Pr
oD
ay

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

Strengths:
Versatility
Instinctual

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:
MISS%:

Class: 2017 Pos. 2
247Sports Composite:
0.9571

4.61s
36"
10'8"
6.87s
12 reps

8.9

17.9

College Stats:
Freshman:

3 PBU, 0 INT, 43 tackles

Sophomore:

1 PBU, 0 INT, 65 tackles

Junior:

1 PBU, 4 INT, 43 tackles

Weaknesses:

Not a great athlete
Man coverage

Summary:

Ceiling
Josh Jones

Round Grade:

Talanoa Hufanga is a good football player. He’s extremely
versatile, playing fairly well when he can get in the box while
also being good in certain coverage areas. He definitely
plays better when he can sit back in a zone and read the
quarterback, but his ability in man isn’t awful either.
Hufanga is athletically limited, and that certainly will play a
role in his impact at the next level. If he’s able to translate
his great instincts into solid reps, he could find himself on
the field quite a bit early on in his career.

ITANNICNIC

01S

Safety
Age:

22
Height:

5'11
209

Weight:

Pr
oD
ay

weighted
weighted Grade:
Grade: 108.0
76.5

40-yard Dash:
Vertical Jump:
Broad Jump:
3-Cone Drill:
Bench Press:

S/REC:

Recruiting Profile:

Roster Grade: NFL Backup/Depth

MISS%:

Class: 2016 Pos. 75
247Sports Composite:
0.8512

4.40s
38"
10'7"
DNP
22 reps

Strengths:
Athletically freaky
Good range

13.3
18.4

College Stats:
Freshman:

DNP

Sophomore:

6 PBU, 4 INT, 42 tackles

Junior:

3 PBU, 1 INT, 30 tackles

Weaknesses:

Ball skills lacking
Coverage in general

Summary:

Ceiling
Antoine Bethea

Round Grade:

James Wiggins is the most athletic safety of this group.
There’s no question about that. He also has a ton of range
that allows him to be effective from anywhere on the field.
However, his coverage ability certainly isn’t there yet, and
while he has the athletic traits to become good in that area,
he needs to become more instinctual. His plays on the ball
are often mistimed and he can put himself out of position a
ton, but if he capitalizes on his athleticism and range, he
could very well become an impact player at the next level.

Glossary
BMI - BODY MASS INDEX

RUN STOP% - THE PERCENTAGE OF A PLAYER'S RUN DEFENSE
SNAPS WHERE HE WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR A STOP

BOA (BREAKOUT AGE) - THE AGE AT WHICH A PLAYER REACHED
A DOMINATOR OF 20% OR MORE

S/REC - COVERAGE SNAPS PER RECEPTION
TD% - TOUCHDOWNS PER ATTEMPT PERCENTAGE

DOMINATOR - A PLAYER'S MARKET SHARE, OR HIS
PERCENTAGE OF HIS TEAM'S OFFENSIVE PRODUCTION

TFL - TACKLES FOR LOSS

MISS%: PERCENT OF TACKLES MISSED

TGT% - THE PERCENT OF A TEAM'S RECEIVING TARGETS THAT
PLAYER RECEIVED

PB EFF (PASS BLOCKING EFFICIENCY) - A PFF STAT
MEASURING PRESSURE ALLOWED ON A PER-SNAP BASIS WITH

TKL EFF (TACKLING EFFICIENCY) - A METRIC THAT MEASURES

WEIGHTING TOWARDS SACKS ALLOWED

SUCCESSFUL TACKLING AS A PERCENTAGE OF MISSED TACKLES

PRESSURES - THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF PRESSURES AN

YPR - YARDS PER RECEPTION

OFFENSIVE LINEMAN ALLOWED

PRP (PASS RUSH PRODUCTIVITY) - A FORMULA THAT
COMBINES SACKS, HITS, AND HURRIES RELATIVE TO HOW
MANY TIMES THEY RUSH THE PASSER

QBR - QUARTERBACK RATING

Follow us @TheCutFFB

Thank you!
DATA FOR THE CUT'S 2021 NFL DRAFT GUIDE WAS COLLECTED FROM A VARIETY OF SITES, INCLUDING: 247SPORTS,
CFBSTATS.COM, PRO FOOTBALL FOCUS, COLLEGE SPORTS REFERENCE, ESPN.

SPECIAL THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO MADE IT THROUGH THE ENTIRE DRAFT GUIDE. WE HAVE BIG PLANS FOR THE
2022 DRAFT GUIDE, AND HOPE THAT THIS INFORMATION WILL PROVE USEFUL TO YOU AS YOU ANALYZE YOUR
FAVORITE PROSPECTS.

THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING CONTRIBUTORS TO THE GUIDE:

ADAM MACK - @AAMACK1234

RANDY HALL - @RHALLNFL

CHRISTIAN WILLIAMS - @CWILLIAMSNFL

WE HAVE A PATREON FOR MORE CONTENT (AND THE PATREON WILL GIVE YOU INSTANT, EARLY ACCESS TO THE 2022
NFL DRAFT GUIDE.

HEAD TO PATREON.COM/THECUTFFB FOR A
FURTHER LOOK AT OUR MEMBERSHIP LEVELS!

Follow us @TheCutFFB

